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Abstract. Let S be an orientable, finite type surface with negative Euler
characteristic. The augmented moduli space of convex real projective struc-

tures on S was first defined and topologized by the first author. In this article,

we give an explicit description of this topology using explicit coordinates. More
precisely, given every point in this augmented moduli space, we find explicit

continuous coordinates on the quotient of a suitable open neighborhood about

this point by a suitable subgroup of the mapping class group of S. Using this,
we give a simpler proof of the fact that the augmented moduli space of convex

real projective structures on S is homeomorphic to the orbifold vector bundle

of regular cubic differentials over the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces homeomorphic to S.
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1. Introduction

Let S denote a smooth, connected, oriented, finite-type surface with negative
Euler characteristic. A convex RP2 structure µ on S is determined by a pair pφ, ρq,

where ρ : π1pSq Ñ PGLp3,Rq is a representation and φ : rS Ñ Ω is a ρ-equivariant
diffeomorphism onto a properly convex domain Ω Ă RP2. The pair pφ, ρq is usually
known as a developing pair for µ, while ρ and φ are called a holonomy representation
and a developing map of µ respectively. We will denote the deformation space of
convex RP2 structures on S by CpSq. (See Section 2.1 for more precise definitions.)
Hyperbolic structures are then examples of convex RP2 structures via the Klein
model of hyperbolic space, where Ω is a round disk. In this article, we give local
coordinates that are adapted to describe degenerations of convex RP2 structures
on S that converge on the complement of a multi-curve D (see Remark 2.19(1)).
Our coordinates generalize natural orbifold coordinates, based on Fenchel-Nielsen
coordinates, near the boundary of the Deligne-Mumford compactification MpSq of
the moduli space of finite-area hyperbolic structures on S.

In order to motivate this choice of limiting structure to study, we recall the
case of hyperbolic structures on S when S is a closed oriented surface of genus
at least 2. The deformation space of all (marked) hyperbolic structures is the
Teichmüller space T pSq, which is homeomorphic to R6g´6. There are two major and
essentially different ways to analyze degenerating families of hyperbolic structures
on S. First, Thurston gives a natural compactification T pSq of T pSq which may be
seen as the set of limits in the projective space of hyperbolic lengths of all closed
geodesics on S. Second, for (unmarked) hyperbolic structures on S, the moduli
space MpSq, which is the quotient of T pSq by the mapping class group MCGpSq,
has the structure of a quasi-projective algebraic variety with orbifold singularities.
Its most natural compactification, the Deligne-Mumford compactification MpSq,
is then formed by considering all complete, finite-area, hyperbolic structures on
SzD for all free homotopy classes of multi-curves D in S. One can also define an
augmentation T pSqaug of T pSq to be T pSq together with all the possible limits of
degenerating families of hyperbolic structures on S so that the family converges
on the complement of a multicurve. It is then well-known [1, 15] that MpSq “
T pSqaug{MCGpSq.

These two spaces T pSq and T pSqaug are fundamentally different; most rays in

Teichmüller space that converge to points in T pSq do not project under the quo-

tient map T pSq Ñ MpSq to convergent rays in MpSq. The reason for this is the
following: if a family of hyperbolic structures on S is pinched along a multi-curve
D, its accumulation set in MpSq depends on the limiting hyperbolic structures on
the complement of D. However, if we choose a lift of this sequence to Teichmüller
space, then its limit in T pSq only records the relative hyperbolic lengths of closed
geodesics whose lengths are growing the fastest along this sequence. In particular,
the hyperbolic structure on SzD is forgotten in T pSq.

The present work addresses, for the case of convex RP2 structures, analogs of
the geometry of MpSq. In [21], the first author introduced regular convex RP2

structures which serve to augment the deformation space CpSq. These are convex
RP2 structures on S, together with all the possible limits of degenerating families
of convex RP2 structures, with the property that the family converges on the com-
plement of a multi-curve. The augmented deformation space CpSqaug is then the
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set of all regular convex RP2 structures on S. One should think of CpSqaug as a
generalization of T pSqaug to the setting of convex RP2 structures on S. The first
author also defined a natural topology on CpSqaug. With this topology, CpSqaug

has a stratification, where each stratum CpS,Dqadm Ă CpSqaug is determined by a
multi-curve D on S. (See Section 2.4 for more details.)

Despite its naturality, the topology on CpSqaug is rather abstract in terms of the
geometry of the limiting surfaces. The purpose of this paper is to elucidate the
geometric properties of families of regular convex RP2 structures by using (global)
Fenchel-Nielsen type coordinates on the space of holonomies of the convex RP2

structures on S to construct (local) coordinates on appropriate quotients of CpSqaug

by certain subgroups of the mapping class group. We show that these coordinates
induce the topology on the augmented moduli space CpSqaug{MCGpSq. More pre-
cisely, we have the following main theorem (also see Theorem 4.1).

Theorem 1.1. Let µ P CpSqaug, and let D be the multi-curve on S so that µ P
CpS,Dqadm. Also, let GD Ă MCGpSq be the subgroup generated by Dehn twists
about the simple closed curves in D. Then

CpSqaug,D :“
ď

D1ĂD
CpS,D1qadm

is an open set of CpSqaug containing µ that is invariant under GD, and there is a
homeomorphism

ΨD : CpSqaug,D{GD Ñ R10g´10`6n`2m ˆ pR`q6g´6`2n´2m,

where m is the number of curves in D, n is the number of punctures of S, and
g is the genus of the compactification of S in which each puncture is filled in. In
particular, CpSqaug,D{GD is a cell of dimension 16g ´ 16` 8n.

Furthermore, the coordinate functions of ΨD are explicitly described. See Section
4 for the description of ΨD.

It turns out that if D is non-empty, then any open set of CpSqaug containing µ
in the above theorem does not have compact closure. On the other hand, any open
set of the augmented moduli space CpSqaug{MCGpSq containing rµs might have a
complicated singular locus. (See Section 2.4.) Thus, it is necessary to quotient
CpSqaug,D by the appropriate subgroup GD of MCGpSq for it to have a nice set of
coordinates.

Theorem 1.1 is a generalization of a standard result in Teichmüller theory de-
scribing the behavior of Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates at the boundary of MpSq, the
Deligne-Mumford compactification of the the moduli space of finite-area hyperbolic
structures on S. The following theorem is well-known (see e.g. [15])

Theorem 1.2. Let D be a multi-curve on S, and let T pSqaug,D be Teichmüller
space augmented along curves in D only. Choose a pants decomposition P Ą D
on S, and let `i, θi denote the length and twist coordinates on curves in P, where
the θi are normalized so that Dehn twists are represented by θi ÞÑ θi ` 2π. Then
T pSqaug,D{GD can be described by coordinates

˜

m
ź

j“1

p`j cospθjq, `j sinpθjqq

¸

ˆ

˜

3g´3`n
ź

j“m`1

p`j , θjq

¸

P R2m ˆ pR` ˆ Rq3g´3`n´m,

and is homeomorphic to a cell of dimension 6g ´ 6` 2n.
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Note in this theorem that about each curve c in D, the length parameter is
allowed to become 0 and the twist parameter is considered modulo 2π. In our
Theorem 1.1, similar but more complicated constructions on generalized length
and twist parameters about c are needed to define ΨD.

Theorem 1.1 (together with Theorem 3.16) gives us a complete description of
the behavior of the boundary of the image of the developing map in families of
convex RP2 structures degenerating to a regular convex RP2 structure, including
new behavior which does not occur in the study of hyperbolic structures in Mg. The
new phenomenon is that the limit set of the holonomy representation (restricted to
a component of SzD) in the boundary of the image of the developing map might
be a proper subset of the boundary. However, we can still describe the behavior of
boundary in this case.

One can generalize the holonomy ρ : π1pSq Ñ PGLp3,Rq of a convex RP2 struc-
ture to representations from π1pSq to other split real Lie groups (in particular for
Hitchin representations into PGLpn ` 1,Rq, [14, 17, 13]). We hope the detailed
model of the degeneration of the convex boundary curves given in Theorem 1.1 will
be of help to analyze families of Hitchin representations which degenerate along a
multi-curve.

Via the uniformization theorem, one may also view MpSq as the moduli space of
Riemann surfaces homeomorphic to S, which is itself naturally a complex orbifold.
When S is closed, there is a natural holomorphic vector bundle KpSq over MpSq
whose fiber above every point X PMpSq is the vector space of holomorphic cubic
differentials on X. Labourie [18] and the first author [19] independently constructed
a natural homeomorphism

(1.1) CpSq{MCGpSq » KpSq.
Later, the first author [21] defined the notion of a regular convex RP2 struc-

ture on a (not necessarily compact) Riemann surface S. Also, in part by using
[20, 2, 24], he extended (1.1) by proving that there is a natural homeomorphism
CpSqaug{MCGpSq » KpSqreg, where KpSqreg is the orbifold vector bundle of regular
cubic differentials over the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the moduli space
of Riemann surfaces MpSq. (See Section 5 below.) In particular, the main theorem
of [21] shows that there are (local) holomorphic coordinates (up to local finite group
actions) on the augmented moduli space CpSqaug{MCGpSq.

As a consequence of Theorem 1.1, we significantly simplify the proof of half of
the main theorem in [21] by applying Brouwer’s Invariance of Domain Theorem to
the real coordinates we construct here and the holomorphic coordinates induced by
the regular cubic differentials. More precisely, we arrive at the following corollary.

Corollary 1.3 (Loftin). There is a natural homeomorphism CpSqaug{MCGpSq »
KpSqreg. When S is closed, this extends the homeomorphism (1.1).

The main tool used to prove Theorem 1.1 are Fenchel-Nielsen type coordinates
on the set of holonomies of convex RP2 structures on S. In the case when S is
closed, these kinds of coordinates were first constructed by Goldman [12]. Choi-
Goldman [9] also showed that these holonomies form the Hitchin component of the
space of representations from π1pSq into PGLp3,Rq. In the more general setting
of Hitchin representations into PGLpn,Rq, Fock-Goncharov, Bonahon-Dreyer, and
the second author further developed analogs of Goldman’s coordinates [11, 5, 27]
which are more amenable to our construction than Goldman’s original coordinates.
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Marquis [22] extended Goldman’s coordinates to the case of finite area convex RP2

structures on a (possibly) punctured surface S. In this paper, we study convex RP2

structures on punctured surfaces by extending the coordinates of [11, 5, 27] instead.
Other works studying noncompact convex RP2 surfaces from various points of view
include [2, 3, 8, 10, 20, 23, 24].

Here is a brief description of the structure of this paper. In Section 2, we fol-
low [21] to define CpSqaug and its topology. Then in Section 3, we describe the
(global) coordinates on the image holpCpSqq of the holonomy map from CpSq to
X pπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq{PGLp3,Rq, and use them to construct local coordinates on
appropriate quotients of CpSqaug. For this part, a key point is that unlike the case
of compact S, the holonomy of a regular convex RP2 structure on a non-compact
surface S of negative Euler characteristic does not always determine the projective
structure at the ends of S. We then proceed to prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 4
by showing that the coordinates constructed in Section 3 describe the topology
on CpSqaug{MCGpSq described in Section 2. Section 5 relates our description of
the topology on CpSqaug{MCGpSq to the regular cubic differentials studied in [21],
which allows us to recover Corollary 1.3. Finally, in the Appendix, we present the
proof of Theorem 3.16, which describes how the image of the developing map of two
regular convex RP2 structures on S with the same holonomy can differ. In a result
which may be of independent interest, we also give in the Appendix a description
of the limit set of any convex RP2 structure on S.

Acknowledgements: The first author would like to thank Bill Goldman for
many inspiring discussions about RP2 structures.

2. Admissible convex real projective structures

In this section, we define admissible convex RP2 structures on finite type surfaces,
as well as some terminology describing the holonomy of these structures about the
ends of the surface.

2.1. Convex real projective structures. We begin by recalling some standard
definitions and properties of RP2 structures on surfaces.

Definition 2.1.

(1) An RP2 surface Σ is a smooth, connected, closed surface with finitely many
punctures, that is equipped with a maximal collection of smooth maps
tψα : Uα Ñ RP2uα so that the following holds.
‚ Each Uα Ă Σ is a connected and simply connected open subset,
‚ For any pair of smooth maps ψα and ψβ , ψα ˝ ψ

´1
β : ψβpUα X Uβq Ñ

ψαpUα X Uβq is a restriction of a projective transformation on RP2 to
each connected component of ψβpUα X Uβq.

The smooth maps ψα are called charts of Σ.
(2) Let Σ and Σ1 be two RP2 surfaces with with maximal atlases tψαuα and

tψ1αuα respectively. A diffeomorphism f : Σ Ñ Σ1 is a projective isomor-
phism if for any charts ψα : Uα Ñ RP2 of Σ and ψ1β : U 1β Ñ RP2 of Σ1 so

that fpUαq X U
1
β is non-empty, the composition

ψ1β ˝ f ˝ ψ
´1
α : ψαpUα X f

´1pU 1βqq Ñ ψ1βpfpUαq X U
1
βq

is the restriction of a projective transformation on RP2 to each connected
component of ψαpUα X f

´1pU 1βqq.
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Let rΣ be the universal cover of Σ. Then rΣ is naturally an RP2 surface. For any

choice of chart rψα : rUα Ñ RP2 of rΣ, one can construct via analytic continuation, a

unique local diffeomorphism φα : rΣ Ñ RP2 so that

‚ φα| rUα “
rψα,

‚ for any point p P rΣ, there is an open set rU Ă rΣ so that p P rU and

φα| rU : rU Ñ RP2 is a chart for rΣ.

The local diffeomorphism φα is usually known as a developing map for Σ. It induces
a group homomorphism ρα : π1pΣq Ñ PGLp3,Rq with the defining property that φα
is ρα-equivariant. This homomorphism is usually called a holonomy representation
of Σ, and the pair pφα, ραq is a developing pair for Σ.

Observe that for any pair of charts rψα : rUα Ñ RP2 and rψβ : rUβ Ñ RP2 of rΣ,
there is some g P PGLp3,Rq so that

pφα, ραq “ pg ˝ φβ , cg ˝ ρβq,

where cg : PGLp3,Rq Ñ PGLp3,Rq is conjugation by g. In particular, the holonomy
representation of Σ is unique up to conjugation.

Definition 2.2.

(1) A domain Ω Ă RP2 is properly convex if its closure in RP2 does not contain
any projective lines, and for any pair of distinct points p, q P Ω, there is a
projective line segment with endpoints p, q that lies entirely in Ω.

(2) A connected RP2 surface Σ is convex if any (equivalently, some) developing
map of Σ is a diffeomorphism onto a properly convex domain in RP2.

(3) The deformation space of convex RP2 structures on S is

CpSq :“

"

pf,Σq :
Σ is a convex RP2 surface
f : S Ñ Σ is a diffeomorphism

*

O

„,

where pf,Σq „ pf 1,Σ1q if f 1 ˝ f´1 : Σ Ñ Σ1 is homotopic to a projective
isomorphism from Σ to Σ1. An equivalence class rf,Σs P CpSq is a (marked)
convex RP2 structure on S.

Let µ P CpSq, let pf,Σq be a representative of µ, and let pφα, ραq be any de-
veloping pair of Σ. The diffeomorphism f : S Ñ Σ induces an isomorphism

f˚ : π1pSq Ñ π1pΣq, and also lifts to a map rf : rS Ñ rΣ. Define the pair

pφ, ρq :“ p rf ˝ φα, f˚ ˝ ραq.

Note that ρ : π1pSq Ñ PGLp3,Rq is injective, and that φ : rS Ñ RP2 is a ρ-
equivariant diffeomorphism onto a properly convex domain. Furthermore, since
ρpπ1pSqq acts properly discontinuously on Ω, it is a discrete subgroup of PGLp3,Rq.
We refer to pφ, ρq as a developing pair for the convex RP2 structure µ “ rpf,Σqs P
CpSq.

The following well-known theorem (see e.g. Goldman [12] Section 2.2) states that
any developing pair for any representative pf,Σq of µ P CpSq determines µ.

Theorem 2.3. Let ρ : π1pSq Ñ PGLp3,Rq be an injective representation, and

φ : rS Ñ RP2 be a ρ-equivariant diffeomorphism onto a properly convex domain
Ω Ă RP2. Then there is a unique µ P CpSq so that pφ, ρq is the developing pair for
µ. Furthermore, pφ, ρq and pφ1, ρ1q are developing pairs for µ P CpSq if and only if
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there is some g P PGLp3,Rq so that ρ1 “ cg ˝ ρ and φ1 is homotopic to g ˝ φ via a
ρ1-equivariant homotopy.

The domain Ω in the above proposition will be referred to as the ρ-equivariant
developing image of µ.

Given a properly convex domain Ω Ă RP2, we can define the Hilbert metric on
Ω as follows.

Definition 2.4. Let Ω Ă RP2 be a properly convex domain and let x, y P Ω. Let `
be a projective line in RP2 through x and y, and let a, b P ` so that ta, bu “ BΩX `
and a, x, y, b lie in ` in this order. Define

dΩpx, yq :“
1

2
logra, x, y, bs,

where ra, x, y, bs is the cross ratio of four points a, x, y, b on the projective line `.

One can verify that dΩ defines a metric on Ω, and pΩ, dΩq is a complete, proper,
path metric space. Furthermore, since the cross ratio is a projective invariant, dΩ

is invariant under the projective transformations that preserve Ω. Thus, if Ω is
the ρ-equivariant developing image of some µ P CpSq, dΩ descends to a metric on
Ω{ρpπ1pSqq. Projective line segments are geodesics of dΩ.

Using this, we show that any holonomy representation of µ, together with the
ρ-equivariant developing image, determines µ.

Proposition 2.5. Let µ0, µ1 P CpSq with developing pairs pφ0, ρ0q and pφ1, ρ1q. If

ρ0 “ ρ1 : π1pSq Ñ PGLp3,Rq and φ0prSq “ φ1prSq Ă RP2, then µ0 “ µ1.

Proof. By Theorem 2.3, it is sufficient to show that φ0 is homotopic to φ1 via a

ρ-equivariant homotopy. Set Ω :“ φ0prSq “ φ1prSq, and define F : r0, 1s ˆΩ Ñ Ω by
declaring F pt, pq to be the unique point in the projective line segment in Ω between
φ0ppq and φ1ppq, so that dΩpφ0ppq, F pt, pqq “ tdΩpφ0ppq, φ1ppqq. It is clear that
F is a homotopy between φ0 and φ1, and it is easy to verify from the projective
invariance of dΩ that F pt, γ ¨ pq “ ρpγq ¨ F pt, pq for all pt, pq P r0, 1s ˆ Ω and all
γ P π1pSq. �

As a consequence of Theorem 2.3, we may define the holonomy map

hol : CpSq Ñ X3pSq :“ Hompπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq{PGLp3,Rq,
where PGLp3,Rq acts on Hompπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq by conjugation. We will also
denote holµ :“ holpµq when convenient.

We now describe natural topologies on CpSq and X3pSq. Let us start with the
topology on X3pSq. Given a finite generating set S of π1pSq, Hompπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq
is realized as a subset of PGLp3,Rq|S| by evaluating every ρ P Hompπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq
on S. The standard topology on PGLp3,Rq thus induces a subspace topology on
Hompπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq Ă PGLp3,Rq|S|, which can be verified to be independent
of the choice of S. This in turn induces the quotient topology on X3pSq.

Next, we define a topology in CpSq. Choose a Riemannian metric on RP2. For
any properly convex domain Ω Ă RP2, let UΩ,ε denote the set of properly con-
vex domains in RP2 whose Hausdorff distance from Ω is less than ε. The set
PC :“ tproperly convex domains in RP2u can then be equipped with the topology
generated by the basis

 

UΩ,ε : Ω Ă RP2 is a properly convex domain and ε ą 0.
(
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This topology does not depend on the choice of Riemannian metric on RP2.
Using this, we can topologize CpSq in the following way. Recall that any chart

rψα : rUα Ñ RP2 of rΣ determines a developing pair pφα, ραq for Σ. Equip

rCpSq :“

$

&

%

pf,Σ, rψαq :

Σ is a convex RP2 surface
f : S Ñ Σ is a diffeomorphism
rψα : rUα Ñ RP2 is a chart of rΣ

,

.

-

.

with the topology generated by
"

U
pf,Σ, rψαq,U,V

:
pf,Σ, rψαq P rCpSq, U Ă PC is an open set containing φαprΣq
V Ă Hompπ1pSq,PGLp3,Rqq is an open set containing f˚ ˝ ρα,

*

,

where

U
pf,Σ, rψαq,U,V

:“ tpf 1,Σ1, rψ1βq P
rCpSq : ψ1βp

rΣ1q P U, f 1˚ ˝ ρ
1
β P V u.

Since CpSq can be realized as a quotient of rCpSq, the topology on rCpSq induces a
quotient topology on CpSq. It is clear from the definition of this topology that the
holonomy map hol : CpSq Ñ X3pSq is continuous.

2.2. The admissibility condition. To build an augmentation of the deformation
space of convex RP2 structures, we need to consider a particular subset CpSqadm Ă

CpSq that satisfy an admissibility condition (see Definition 2.12). The admissibility
condition is a condition on the ends of convex RP2 surfaces, which arises naturally
in the course of studying degenerations of convex RP2 structures.

In the case when S is closed, we have the following theorem. The first statement
is due to Choi-Goldman [9] while the second is due to Kuiper [16].

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that S is a closed oriented surface. Then

(1) hol : CpSq Ñ X3pSq is a homeomorphism onto a connected component of
X3pSq, usually known as the PGLp3,Rq-Hitchin component.

(2) for every γ P π1pSqztidu and for every µ P CpSq, the conjugacy class holµpγq
contains a diagonal representative with pairwise distinct eigenvalues of the
same sign.

Both statements in this theorem fail if S has punctures. However, we still have
the following results of Marquis [22].

Theorem 2.7 (Marquis). Let µ P CpSq.
(1) If γ P π1pSqztidu is a non-peripheral element, then the conjugacy class

holµpγq contains a diagonal representative with pairwise distinct and posi-
tive eigenvalues.

(2) If γ P π1pSq is a peripheral element, then the conjugacy class holµpγq has
to contain

»

–

1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

fi

fl ,

»

–

λ1 0 0
0 λ2 1
0 0 λ2

fi

fl or

»

–

λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3

fi

fl

for some pairwise distinct and positive λ1, λ2, λ3 .

The three group elements in PGLp3,Rq listed in (2) of Theorem 2.7 are known
as the standard parabolic element, the standard quasi-hyperbolic element and the
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Ωp

p
g ¨ p

l

q

l1

Figure 1. Parabolic

standard hyperbolic element respectively. Any group element in PGLp3,Rq is par-
abolic, quasi-hyperbolic or hyperbolic if it is conjugate to the standard parabolic,
quasi-hyperbolic or hyperbolic element respectively.

Motivated by the previous theorem, we will now restrict ourselves to convex RP2

structures on S whose ends are either parabolic type, quasi-hyperbolic type, or
bulge ˘8 type, as described below.

2.2.1. Parabolic type. Let g P PGLp3,Rq be the standard parabolic element. Note
that g has a unique fixed point q “ r1, 0, 0sT P RP2 and stabilizes a projective
line l “ lpgq “ r0, 0, 1s through q. Choose any point p P RP2zl and let l1 be the
projective line segment with endpoints p and g ¨ p that does not intersect l. Then
the closed curve

q Y

˜

8
ď

i“´8

gi ¨ l1

¸

bounds a properly convex domain Ωp Ă RP2 that is invariant under the xgy-action,
where xgy denotes the cyclic group generated by g (see Figure 1). Let Σg,p :“
xgyzΩp, and observe that Σg,p is a convex RP2 surface. Using Σg,p, we describe the
first type of end that we allow the convex RP2 surfaces we consider to have.

Definition 2.8. A puncture on a convex RP2 surface is of parabolic type if there
is some p P RP2zlpgq so that Σg,p is projectively isomorphic to a neighborhood of
the puncture.

One can verify that if Σ is a convex RP2 surface with a puncture and γ P π1pΣq
is a peripheral element corresponding to this puncture, then this puncture is of
parabolic type if and only if some (equiv. any) holonomy representation of Σ
evaluated at γ is parabolic.

2.2.2. Quasi-hyperbolic type. Let g P PGLp3,Rq be a standard quasi-hyperbolic
element. Observe that g stabilizes two projective lines l1 “ l1pgq and l2 “ l2pgq,
and has two fixed points q0, q1 P RP2, where q1 P l1 X l2 and q0 P l2zl1.

For any p P RP2zpl1 Y l2q, let l13 be the projective line segment between p and
g ¨ p that does not intersect l1, and observe that there is a projective line segment
l12 with endpoints q0 and q1 so that the closed curve

˜

8
ď

i“´8

gi ¨ l13

¸

Y l12
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Ωp

p g ¨ p

l2

l1

q1 q0

l13

Figure 2. Quasi-Hyperbolic

bounds a properly convex domain Ωp Ă RP2 that is invariant under the xgy-action
(see Figure 2). This then defines a convex RP2 surface Σg,p :“ xgyzΩp.

Definition 2.9. A puncture on a convex RP2 surface is of quasi-hyperbolic type
if there is some standard quasi-hyperbolic element g P PGLp3,Rq and some point
p P RP2zpl1pgqY l2pgqq so that Σg,p is projectively isomorphic to a neighborhood of
the puncture.

One can verify that if Σ is a convex RP2 surface with a puncture and γ P π1pΣq
is a peripheral element corresponding to this puncture, then this puncture is of
quasi-hyperbolic type if and only if some (equiv. any) holonomy representation of
Σ evaluated at γ is quasi-hyperbolic.

2.2.3. Bulge ˘8 type. Let g P PGLp3,Rq be a standard hyperbolic element. Ob-
serve that g has an attracting fixed point q1 P RP2, a repelling fixed point q3 P RP2,
and a third fixed point q2 P RP2, which we refer to as the saddle fixed point. Let
l1 “ l1pgq, l2 “ l2pgq, l3 “ l3pgq be the projective lines through q1 and q2, q2 and
q3, q3 and q1 respectively.

Choose any point p P RP2zpl1Y l2Y l3q, and let l14 be the projective line segment
with endpoints p, g ¨p that does not intersect l1. Then l14 lies in an open triangle ∆p

which is a connected component of RP2zpl1Yl2Yl3q. For i “ 1, 2, 3, let l1i :“ B∆pXli,
and let l2i be the closure of lizl

1
i. Note that the closed curves

l13 Y
8
ď

i“´8

gi ¨ l14 and l21 Y l
2
2 Y

8
ď

i“´8

gi ¨ l14

both bound properly convex domains Ω1p (see Figure 3) and Ω2p (see Figure 4)
respectively, which are invariant under the xgy-action. Let Σ1g,p :“ xgyzΩ1p and
Σ2g,p :“ xgyzΩ2p.

Definition 2.10. A puncture on a convex RP2 surface Σ is of bulge ´8 type (resp.
bulge `8 type) if there is some standard hyperbolic element g P PGLp3,Rq and
some p P RP2zpl1pgqYl2pgqYl3pgqq so that Σ1g,p (resp. Σ2g,p) is projective isomorphic
to a neighborhood of the puncture.

Remark 2.11. If Σ is a convex RP2 surface with a puncture and γ P π1pΣq is a pe-
ripheral element corresponding to this puncture, then the holonomy representation
evaluated at γ does not determine the type of the puncture. This is unlike the case
when the puncture is of parabolic type or quasi-hyperbolic type.
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Ω1p

p g ¨ p

l1 l2

l3
q1

q2

q3

l14

Figure 3. Bulge ´8

Ω2p

p g ¨ p

l1 l2

l3
q1

q2

q3

l14

Figure 4. Bulge `8

Let rf,Σs P CpSq. For every puncture p of S, the diffeomorphism f sends a
neighborhood of p to a neighborhood of some puncture q of Σ. We will abuse
notation and denote q “ fppq.

Definition 2.12.

(1) A convex RP2 surface Σ is admissible if every puncture of Σ is either of
parabolic type, quasi-hyperbolic type, bulge `8 type, or bulge ´8 type.
Similarly, rf,Σs P CpSq is admissible if Σ is admissible.

(2) Let CpSqadm :“ tµ P CpSq : µ is admissibleu. For any µ “ rf,Σs P CpSqadm

and any puncture p of S, the µ-type of p is the type of fppq.

We equip CpSqadm Ă CpSq with the subspace topology.

2.3. The augmented deformation space. Next, we describe the augmented de-
formation space of admissible convex RP2 structures, which was previously intro-
duced and studied by the first author [21].

Remark 2.13. In [21], this augmented deformation space was constructed for closed
S. However, the construction extends easily to general S as long as we only consider
admissible convex RP2 structures.

We begin by describing multi-curves D in S.

Definition 2.14. A multi-curve is a collection of simple closed curves in S that
are pairwise non-intersecting, pairwise non-homotopic, non-contractible and non-
peripheral. We allow the empty set as a multi-curve.
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Remark 2.15. A multi-curve in S is a collection of non-peripheral closed curves
corresponding to the vertices of a simplex in the curve complex equipped with its
usual simplicial structure.

Let D be a multi-curve in S, and let S1, . . . , Sk be the connected components
of SzD. Consider a closed curve c P D, and choose an orientation on c. Let
Si, Sj be the connected components of SzD that that lie on the left and right of
c respectively (it is possible that Si “ Sj). The orientation on c determines two
conjugacy classes of group elements rγLs P rπ1pSiqs and rγRs P rπ1pSjqs on the left
and right of c respectively. Let pL and pR be the punctures of Si and Sj respectively
that correspond to c.

Definition 2.16. A tuple pµ1, . . . , µkq P
śk
j“1 CpSjqadm is compatible across c if

holµipγLq is conjugate to holµj pγRq, and the µi-type of pL is bulge ˘8 if and only
if the µj-type of pR is bulge ¯8.

Denote

CpS,Dqadm :“

#

µ P
k
ź

j“1

CpSjqadm : µ is compatible across c for all c P D

+

and

CpSqaug :“
ď

D a multi-curve

CpS,Dqadm.

We will refer to each CpS,Dqadm Ă CpSqaug as the D-stratum of CpSqaug.

Definition 2.17. A regular (marked) convex RP2 structure on S is a point in
CpSqaug.

The terminology of a regular convex RP2 structure was introduced in [21], and is
so named because they correspond to holomorphic cubic differentials with regular
singularities at the punctures, see Section 5. Intuitively, one can think of CpSqaug

as an “augmentation” of CpSqadm where we include all possible degenerations of
the convex RP2 structure on S that converge on the complement of a multi-curve
(see Theorem 2.5.1 in [21]). This is an analog of the augmented Teichmüller space,
denoted T pSqaug, for the deformation space of convex real projective structures.
In fact, this construction of CpSqaug, when restricted only to regular structures
pµ1, . . . , µkq where the developing image of each µi is the Klein model of hyperbolic
plane, gives the usual construction of T pSqaug. From this, it is clear that T pSqaug

naturally embeds in CpSqaug. The case of T pSqaug is much simpler though, since
the type of each puncture of µi is parabolic.

2.4. The topology on the augmented deformation space. We will now de-
fine a topology on CpSqaug. To do so, it is convenient to introduce the following
terminology.

Definition 2.18. Let µ P CpS,Dqadm and choose orientations on the closed curves
c P D. Let S1 be the connected component of SzD that lies to the left of c, and let
p be the puncture of S1 corresponding to c. Then the µ-type of c is the µ-type of p.

Observe that the µ-type of the oriented simple closed curve c is parabolic, quasi-
hyperbolic or bulge˘8 if and only if the µ-type of c´1 is parabolic, quasi-hyperbolic
or bulge ¯8 respectively.
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The key to defining the topology on CpSqaug are the pulling maps that were
introduced in [21]. As before, let D be any multi-curve in S and let S1, . . . , Sk be
the connected components of SzD. By making appropriate choice of base points,
the inclusion Si Ă S identifies π1pSiq as a subgroup of π1pSq. Observe that there

is a homeomorphism gi : Si Ñ rS{π1pSiq which is unique up to homotopy, and the

induced map on fundamental groups pgiq˚ : π1pSiq Ñ π1prS{π1pSiqq is an isomor-

phism. Let rgi : rSi Ñ rS denote the lift of gi. For any ν P CpSq, if pφ, ρq is a

developing pair for ν, then φ ˝ rgi : rSi Ñ RP2 is ρ ˝ pgiq˚-equivariant. Theorem 2.3
then implies that pφ ˝ rgi, ρ ˝ pgiq˚q is the developing pair for some µi P CpSiq. Since
gi is unique up to homotopy, µi does not depend on the choice of gi. Hence, this
allows us to define the D-pulling map

PullD : CpSq Ñ
k
ź

i“1

CpSiq

by PullDpµq “ pµ1, . . . , µkq. It is straighforward to verify that PullD is continuous.
Also, it is important to emphasize that each µi here has a representative ρi P holpµiq
so that the ρi-equivariant developing image of µi agree for all i. Note that if D is
non-empty, then every µi is not admissible even if µ is admissible.

Next, if D1 Ă D are multi-curves in S, let S1, . . . , Sk be the connected components
of SzD and S11, . . . , S

1
k1 be the connected components of SzD1. Note that for all

i “ 1, . . . , k, there is some j “ 1, . . . , k1 so that Si Ă S1j . Let DpS1iq denote the

curves in D that lie in S1i but are non-peripheral in S1i. This allows us to define the
pD1,Dq-pulling map

PullD1,D :
k1
ź

i“1

CpS1iq Ñ
k
ź

i“1

CpSiq

by PullD1,Dpµ1, . . . , µk1q :“
´

PullDpS11qpµ1q, . . . ,PullDpS1
k1
qpµk1q

¯

. Clearly, PullD1,D

is continuous.
Using the pulling maps, we can now define a basis for the topology on CpSqaug.

For any open U Ă
śk
i“1 CpSiq that intersects CpS,Dqadm Ă

śk
i“1 CpSiq, let

UpU,Dq :“
ď

D1ĂD

˜

Pull´1
D1,DpUq X CpS,D1qadm

¸

.

Note that UpU,Dq Ă CpSqaug, and define

ApSq :“

$

&

%

UpU,Dq :

D is a multi-curve in S,
S1, . . . , Sk are the connected components of SzD,
U Ă

śk
i“1 CpSiq is an open set that intersects CpS,Dqadm

,

.

-

.

If UpU,Dq and UpU 1,D1q are sets in ApSq, let D2 denote the maximal multi-curve
that lies in both D and D1 (it is possible that D2 is empty), and let S21 , . . . , S

2
k2 be

the connected components of SzD2. Then

U2 :“ Pull´1
D2,DpUq X Pull´1

D2,D1pU
1q Ă

k2
ź

i“1

CpS2i q

is open, and UpU2,D2q Ă UpU,Dq X UpU 1,D1q. This implies that ApSq is a basis
on CpSqaug. Equip CpSqaug with the topology generated by ApSq.
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The topology on CpSqaug as defined is rather abstract. The philosophical purpose
of this paper of this paper is to understand this topology in a concrete way. We
begin by observing that this topology has several important features that we will
record as the following preliminary remarks.

Remark 2.19.

(1) For any µ P CpSqaug, let D be the multi-curve so that µ P CpS,Dqadm, and
let S1, . . . , Sk be the connected components of SzD. Then

CpSqaug,D :“ U

˜

k
ź

i“1

CpSiq,D

¸

“
ď

D1ĂD
CpS,D1qadm

is an open set in CpSqaug that contains µ. In particular, if a sequence
tµju8j“1 Ă CpSqaug converges to µ, then by removing finitely many points

from this sequence, we may assume that tµju8j“1 Ă CpSqaug,D. Hence,

for any j P Z`, there is some Dj Ă D so that µj P CpS,Djq, so µ and
PullDj ,Dpµ

jq are of the form

µ “ pµ1, . . . , µkq and PullDj ,Dpµ
jq “ pµj1, . . . , µ

j
kq

for some µi, µ
j
i P CpSiq. From the definition of the topology on CpSqaug,

one observes that limjÑ8 µ
j “ µ in CpSqaug if and only if limjÑ8 µ

j
i “ µi

in CpSiq for all i “ 1, . . . , k.
(2) Let D be a multi-curve on S and S1, . . . , Sk be the connected components

of SzD. The holonomy map hol : CpSjq Ñ X3pSjq extends to the map

hol :
k
ź

j“1

CpSjq Ñ

k
ź

i“1

X3pSjq

pµ1, . . . , µkq ÞÑ pholpµ1q, . . . ,holpµkqq.

Restricting this to CpS,Dqadm defines a continuous map

hol : CpS,Dqadm Ñ

k
ź

i“1

X3pSjq.

(3) This topology on CpSqaug is first countable. This was verified by the first
author [21].

(4) From the definition of the usual topology on the augmented Teichmüller
space T pSqaug (see [1]), it is easy to see that the natural inclusion of T pSqaug

into CpSqaug as described above is a homeomorphism onto its image.
(5) Abikoff [1] observed that T pSqaug is not locally compact at any point in

T pSqaugzT pSq. The same argument proves that CpSqaug is not locally com-
pact at any point in CpSqaugzCpSq. More precisely, let D be any non-
empty multicurve in S, let S1, . . . , Sk be the connected components of SzD,
and let µ “ pµ1, . . . , µkq P CpS,Dqadm. By the definition of the topology
on CpSqaug, for every open set V Ă CpSqaug containing µ, there is some

nonempty open set U Ă
śk
i“1 CpSiq so that UpU,Dq is non-empty and lies

in V . Observe that the intersection of any fiber of the map PullD1,D with
CpS,D1qadm is either empty or has non-compact closure (because of the ac-
tion of Dehn twists). This implies that the closure of UpU,Dq in CpSqaug
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is not compact, so the same holds for the closure of V in CpSqaug. Hence,
CpSqaug is not locally compact at µ.

(6) The mapping class group

MCGpSq :“ DiffeopSq`{DiffeopSq`0

acts naturally on the set of multi-curves on S. For any multi-curve D on
S and any rgs P MCGpSq, we may define D1 :“ rgs ¨ D. Let S1, . . . , Sk
be the connected components of SzD, and let S11, . . . , S

1
k be the connected

components of SzD1. One can verify that the map

rgs :
k
ź

i“1

CpSiq Ñ
k
ź

i“1

CpS1iq

defined by
`

rf1,Σ1s, . . . , rfk,Σks
˘

ÞÑ
`

rf1 ˝ g,Σ1s, . . . , rfk ˝ g,Σks
˘

is a

homeomorphism, so it restricts to a homeomorphism rgs : CpS,Dqadm Ñ

CpS,D1qadm. This in turn defines a homeomorphism rgs : CpSqaug Ñ

CpSqaug. Thus, MCGpSq acts on CpSqaug by homeomorphisms. The first

author [21] showed that the quotient MpSq :“ CpSqaug{MCGpSq is topo-
logically an orbifold, albeit with a complicated singular locus.

3. Describing holpCpSqq

There is a well-known coordinate system on holpCpSqq that was originally due
to Goldman [12], and later modified by the second author [27] using the work of
Fock-Goncharov [11] and Bonahon-Dreyer [5]. These coordinates play a key role
in our description of the topology on CpSqaug, so we will devote this section to
carefully constructing them.

3.1. Projective invariants. We can think of RP2 as the set of projective classes
of vectors in R3. Similarly, pRP2q˚ can be thought of either as the set of projective
classes of linear functionals in pR3q˚, the set of projective lines in RP2, or the set of
projectivized planes through the origin in R3. Throughout the rest of this paper,
we will assume these identifications without further comment.

Given any L1, L2 P pRP2q˚ and p1, p2 P RP2 so that pi R Lj for all i, j “ 1, 2, we
can define the cross ratio

CpL1, p1, p2, L2q :“
L1pp2qL2pp1q

L1pp1qL2pp2q
.

Here, we choose a linear functional representative for each Li and a vector repre-
sentative for each pj to evaluate Lippjq. One can verify from the definition of the
cross ratio that the choice of representatives is irrelevant. Furthermore, the cross
ratio is a projective invariant, and satisfies the symmetries

CpL1, p1, p2, L2q “ CpL2, p2, p1, L1q “
1

CpL1, p2, p1, L2q
.

Remark 3.1. Note that if L1 “ L2 or p1 “ p2 (or both), then CpL1, p1, p2, L2q “ 1.
On the other hand, if L1 ‰ L2, then RP2zpL1YL2q has two connected components,
and CpL1, p1, p2, L2q is positive (resp. negative) if and only if p1 and p2 lie in the
same (resp. different) connected component of RP2zpL1 Y L2q.
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Similarly, given any triple L1, L2, L3 P pRP2q˚ and p1, p2, p3 P RP2 so that
pi R Li´1 Y Li`1 for all i “ 1, 2, 3 (arithmetic in the subscripts is done modulo 3),
we can define the triple ratio

T pL1, L2, L3, p1, p2, p3q :“
L1pp2qL2pp3qL3pp1q

L1pp3qL3pp2qL2pp1q
.

As before, we choose linear functional representatives of the Li and vector repre-
sentatives of each pj to evaluate Lippjq, and one can verify the independence of
the triple ratio from these choices. The triple ratio is also a projective invariant
satisfying the symmetries

T pL1, L2, L3, p1, p2, p3q “ T pL2, L3, L1, p2, p3, p1q “
1

T pL2, L1, L3, p2, p1, p3q
.

Remark 3.2. Note that if L1, L2 and L3 do not intersect at a common point, then
RP2zpL1 Y L2 Y L3q has four connected components, each of which is a triangle.
Further suppose that pi P Li for i “ 1, 2, 3, i.e. ppi, Liq is a flag (see Section 3.3). In
this situation, it is straightforward to check that T pL1, L2, L3, p1, p2, p3q is positive
if and only if one of these four connected components contains all of p1, p2, p3 in
its boundary.

3.2. Ideal triangulations and pants decompositions. Next, we will describe
a particular ideal triangulation on S that one can associate to any pants decompo-
sition of S. We begin by precisely defining the notion of an ideal triangulation on
the topological surface S.

Since S has negative Euler characteristic, it is well-known that π1pSq is a hyper-
bolic group, and its Gromov boundary Bπ1pSq has a natural cyclic order induced by
the orientation on S. More concretely, if we choose a convex cocompact hyperbolic

metric on S, then the universal cover rS of S can be identified with the Poincaré

disc D as oriented Riemannian metric spaces. For any p P rS “ D, the orbit map
π1pSq Ñ D defined by γ ÞÑ γ ¨ p is a quasi-isometric embedding, so it extends to an

embedding of Bπ1pSq into BD2. The orientation on D » rS then induces a counter-
clockwise cyclic ordering on BD2, which restricts to a cyclic ordering on Bπ1pSq.
One can then verify that this cyclic ordering on Bπ1pSq does not depend on any of
the choices made.

Definition 3.3. A geodesic on rS is an (unordered) pair of distinct points tx, yu Ă
Bπ1pSq, so that tx, yu is not the set of fixed points of some peripheral γ P π1pSq.

Denote the space of geodesics on rS by GprSq, and note that the natural π1pSq

action on Bπ1pSq induces a π1pSq action on GprSq. Also, we say that two geodesics
tx, yu and tx1, y1u intersect transversely if x ă x1 ă y ă y1 ă x or x ă y1 ă y ă
x1 ă x in Bπ1pSq.

Definition 3.4. An ideal triangulation rT Ă GprSq on rS is then a maximal, π1pSq-
invariant collection of geodesics that pairwise do not intersect transversely, with

the property that every tx, yu P rT satisfies one of the following:

‚ tx, yu is the set of fixed points of some γ P π1pSq

‚ there are points z, w P Bπ1pSq so that tz, xu, tz, yu, tw, xu, tw, yu P rT .

If the former holds, then tx, yu is a closed edge of rT . On the other hand, if the

latter holds, then tx, yu is an isolated edge of rT . Denote the set of closed edges
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in rT by rP “ rP
rT , and denote the set of isolated edges in rT by rQ “ rQ

rT . Every

tx, yu P rT is an edge, and x, y are the vertices of the edge tx, yu.

Remark 3.5. For every γ P π1pSq, let γ´, γ` P Bπ1pSq denote the attracting and
repelling fixed points of γ respectively. It is important to emphasize that by our
definition of geodesics, if γ P π1pSq is a peripheral group element, then tγ´, γ`u is

not a geodesic, and hence not an edge in rT . We use this convention as it will be
convenient for our purposes later.

Definition 3.6. An ideal triangle of the ideal triangulation rT is a triple tx, y, zu Ă

Bπ1pSq so that tx, yu, tx, zu, ty, zu P rT . We will refer to x, y, z as the vertices of the

ideal triangle tx, y, zu. Denote the set of ideal triangles of rT by rΘ
rT “

rΘ, and let
rV “ rV

rT Ă Bπ1pSq denote the set of vertices of the ideal triangles in rΘ.

We can then define an ideal triangulation of S to be the quotient T :“ rT {π1pSq

of some ideal triangulation of rT of rS, and let rx, ys denote the element in T with
tx, yu as a representative. If one chooses a convex cocompact hyperbolic metric
Σ on S, then every ideal triangulation on S is realized geometrically as an ideal
triangulation of the convex core of the hyperbolic surface Σ in the classical sense.

Denote P :“ rP{π1pSq, Q :“ rQ{π1pSq, Θ :“ rΘ{π1pSq and V :“ rV{π1pSq. Let

rx, y, zs denote the element in Θ with representative tx, y, zu P rΘ, and let rxs

denote the element in V with representative x P rV. We will refer to the elements
in T , P, Q, Θ, V respectively as edges, closed edges, isolated edges, ideal triangles,
and vertices of the ideal triangulation T of S.

Next, we specialize to particular ideal triangulations coming from pants decom-
positions of S, i.e. maximal multi-curves. For every pants decomposition P of S,
observe that each connected component of SzP is a pair of pants. Denote this
collection of pairs of pants by P. For each P P P, let αP , βP , γP P π1pSq be the
group elements satisfying the following:

‚ αPβP γP “ id.
‚ rαP s, rβP s, rγP s correspond to the three boundary components of P , ori-

ented so that P lies to the left of the boundary component.

Then let

TP “ T :“trα´P , β
´
P s : P P Pu Y trβ´P , γ

´
P s : P P Pu Y trγ´P , α

´
P s : P P Pu

Y trγ´, γ`s : γ P π1pSq corresponds to some closed curve in Pu.

One may verify that T is an ideal triangulation. The pants decomposition P is
naturally identified with

trγ´, γ`s : γ P π1pSq corresponds to some closed curve in Pu,

which is the set of closed edges in T , and

Q :“ trα´P , β
´
P s : P P Pu Y trβ´P , γ

´
P s : P P Pu Y trγ´P , α

´
P s : P P Pu

is the set of isolated edges in T . Also, the set of ideal triangles of T is

Θ :“ trα´P , β
´
P , γ

´
P s : P P Pu Y trβ´P , βP ¨ α

´
P , γ

´
P s : P P Pu,

and the set of vertices of T is

V :“ trα´P s : P P Pu Y trβ´P s : P P Pu Y trγ´P s : P P Pu
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...
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w2
w3 w4 w5

w6

x

z1z2z3z5y

Figure 5. Ideal Triangulation: rx, ys P P, rx, zis, ry, wjs P Q

Note that from the way we defined T , every vertex of every closed edge in rT is a

vertex of an ideal triangle of rT , see Figure 5.

3.3. Flag maps. Let F be the space of flags in RP2, i.e. F “ tpv, `q P RP2
ˆ

pRP2
q˚ : v P `u. Also, let µ P CpSq and let ρ : π1pSq Ñ PGLp3,Rq be a rep-

resentative of the conjugacy class holpµq. Let V denote the set of vertices of the
ideal triangulation T whose closed edges are a pants decomposition of S as defined

above, and let rV Ă Bπ1pSq denote the lift of T .

Observe that every point x P rV is a repelling fixed point γ´ of some γ P

π1pSqztidu. This allows us to construct a flag map ξρ : rV Ñ F in the follow-
ing way. By (1) of Theorem 2.7, we see that one of the following holds for ρpγq.

(1) ρpγq has exactly three fixed points in RP2, one of which is attracting and
another is repelling. The third fixed point that is neither attracting nor
repelling is called the saddle fixed point.

(2) ρpγq has exactly two fixed points in RP2, one of which is repelling. We will
refer to the fixed point that is not repelling as the quasi-attracting fixed
point. ρpγq also stabilizes a unique line that contains the quasi-attracting
fixed point, but not the repelling fixed point.

(3) ρpγq has exactly two fixed points in RP2, one of which is attracting. We
will refer to the fixed point that is not attracting as the quasi-repelling fixed
point. ρpγq also stabilizes a unique line that contains the quasi-repelling
fixed point, but not the attracting fixed point.

(4) ρpγq has a unique fixed point in RP2, and stabilizes a unique line through
that fixed point.

(1) holds when ρpγq is hyperbolic, (2) or (3) holds when ρpγq is quasi-hyperbolic,
and (4) holds when ρpγq is parabolic. Theorem 2.7 implies that (2), (3) and (4)
can happen only when γ is a peripheral element.

Using this, define ξρpxq :“
´

ξ
p1q
ρ pxq, ξ

p2q
ρ pxq

¯

P F Ă RP2 ˆ pRP2q˚ as follows.

(I) If (1) holds, define ξ
p1q
ρ pxq to be the repelling fixed point of ρpγq, and ξ

p2q
ρ pxq

to be the projective line containing the repelling and saddle fixed points of
ρpγq. See Figure 6.

(II) If (2) holds, define ξ
p1q
ρ pxq to be the repelling fixed point of ρpγq, and ξ

p2q
ρ pxq

to be the projective line containing both fixed points of ρpγq. See Figure 7.
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ξ
p2q
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Figure 6. Flag for hyperbolic case

Ω

ξ
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ξ
p2q
ρ pxq

Figure 7. Flag for quasi-attracting case

Ω

ξ
p1q
ρ pxq

ξ
p2q
ρ pxq

Figure 8. Flag for quasi-repelling case

(III) If (3) holds, define ξ
p1q
ρ pxq to be the quasi-repelling fixed point of ρpγq,

and ξ
p2q
ρ pxq to be projective line stabilized by ρpγq that contains its quasi-

repelling fixed point but not its attracting fixed point. See Figure 8.

(IV) If (4) holds, define ξ
p1q
ρ pxq to be the unique fixed point of ρpγq, and define

ξ
p2q
ρ pxq to be the unique projective line stabilized by ρpγq. See Figure 9.

Remark 3.7. Observe that the flag map can actually be defined on all fixed points
of all non-identity elements in Bπ1pSq. However, we will only consider the map

restricted to rV.
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Ω

ξ
p1q
ρ pxq

ξ
p2q
ρ pxq

Figure 9. Flag for parabolic case

It is easy to verify that the flag map ξρ is ρ-equivariant. Also, for any x P rV,

ξ
p1q
ρ pxq is either a repelling fixed point, a quasi-repelling fixed point, or the unique

fixed point of ρpγq for some γ P π1pSq. It follows that ξ
p1q
ρ prVq lies in BΩ, where Ω

is the ρ-equivariant developing image of µ. On the other hand, ξ
p2q
ρ prVq satisfy the

following proposition.

Proposition 3.8. Let Ω be the ρ-equivariant developing image of µ. Then for all

x P rV, ξ
p2q
ρ pxq does not intersect Ω.

Proof. Since Ω is properly convex, there is an affine chart A containing Ω. Fix
x P V, and let γ P π1pSqztidu be an element whose repelling fixed point is x. We
will consider the four cases (I) – (IV) separately.

Suppose that (III) or (IV) holds. Then ξ
p1q
ρ pxq is the unique fixed point of ρpγq

in ξ
p2q
ρ pxq. Since Ω is open, if ξ

p2q
ρ pxq intersects Ω, then this intersection contains a

point that is not ξ
p1q
ρ pxq. The convexity of Ω then implies that ξ

p2q
ρ pxq X A lies in

Ω, which contradicts the fact that Ω lies in A. Hence, ξ
p2q
ρ pxq does not intersect Ω.

Suppose that (I) or (II) holds. In this case, ρpγq has two fixed points in ξ
p2q
ρ pxq,

one of which is ξ
p1q
ρ pxq. Suppose for contradiction that Ω intersects ξ

p2q
ρ pxq. Then

there are some p, q P BΩ that lie in the two different components of Azξp2qρ pxq.

Observe that limnÑ8 ρpγ
´nq ¨ p “ ξ

p1q
ρ pxq. Also, if rn denotes the ray in A that

passes through ρpγ´nq ¨ p and has source ξ
p1q
ρ pxq, then rn lies in the component

of Azξp2qρ pxq that contains p for all n P Z, and limnÑ8 rn is a ray in ξ
p2q
ρ pxq with

source ξ
p1q
ρ pxq. From this, it follows that for sufficiently large n P Z`, the triangle

in A with vertices q, ρpγq´n ¨p, and ξ
p1q
ρ pxq contains a segment of BΩ with endpoints

ρpγq´n ¨ p and ξ
p1q
ρ pxq. However, the convexity of Ω implies that this triangle also

lies in Ω, which is impossible. �

Next, we prove that the map ξρ is transverse in the following sense.

Proposition 3.9. Suppose that x, y P rV are distinct. Then

(1) ξ
p1q
ρ pxq ‰ ξ

p1q
ρ pyq.

(2) ξ
p1q
ρ pxq does not lie in ξ

p2q
ρ pyq. In particular, ξ

p2q
ρ pxq ‰ ξ

p2q
ρ pyq.
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Remark 3.10. Proposition 3.9 is false if we replace rV with Bπ1pSq. This is the main
reason why we excluded peripheral elements in our definition of geodesics.

If pφ, ρq is a developing pair for µ, then the orientation on S induces an orientation

on rS, which induces an orientation on Ω via φ. This orientation on Ω does not
depend on the choice pφ, ρq, so it defines a counter-clockwise cyclic ordering on BΩ.
The following is a preliminary lemma to prove Proposition 3.9.

Lemma 3.11. If pa, b, cq is a pairwise distinct triple of points in rV so that a ă b ă

c ă a in the cyclic ordering on rV, then ξ
p1q
ρ paq ď ξ

p1q
ρ pbq ď ξ

p1q
ρ pcq ď ξ

p1q
ρ paq in that

cyclic order along BΩ.

Remark 3.12. (1) of Proposition 3.9 in fact implies that all the inequalities in
Lemma 3.11 are strict.

Proof of Lemma 3.11. Observe that if ξ
p1q
ρ paq “ ξ

p1q
ρ pbq or ξ

p1q
ρ pbq “ ξ

p1q
ρ pcq or

ξ
p1q
ρ pcq “ ξ

p1q
ρ paq, then the proposition holds trivially. Hence, we only need to

consider the case when ξ
p1q
ρ paq, ξ

p1q
ρ pbq, and ξ

p1q
ρ pcq are pairwise distinct.

Choose a convex cocompact hyperbolic metric on S, then rS » D as oriented

Riemannian metric spaces and rV is a subset of BD. Let γa, γb and γc P π1pSq be

group elements whose attracting fixed points are a, b, c respectively. For any p P rS
and any γ P π1pSq, let lp,γ¨p be the closed line segment between p and γ ¨ p. Then
define

La,p :“
8
ď

i“1

lγi´1
a ¨p,γia¨p

, Lb,p :“
8
ď

i“1

lγi´1
b ¨p,γib¨p

, Lc,p :“
8
ď

i“1

lγi´1
c ¨p,γic¨p

.

Observe that La,p, Lb,p and Lc,p are simple curves starting at p and going towards
a, b, c respectively. By choosing p appropriately, we can further ensure that La,p,

Lb,p and Lc,p are pairwise non-intersecting. Since a ă b ă c ă a in rV, this ensures
that if we take a small disc centered at p, then the boundary of this disc, when
oriented counter-clockwise, intersects La,p, Lb,p and Lc,p in that order.

Suppose for contradiction that the proposition is false. Since ξ
p1q
ρ paq, ξ

p1q
ρ pbq, and

ξ
p1q
ρ pcq are pairwise distinct, this implies that ξ

p1q
ρ paq ă ξ

p1q
ρ pcq ă ξ

p1q
ρ pbq ă ξ

p1q
ρ paq

in this cyclic order around BΩ. Let φ be the ρ-equivariant developing map for µ,
and recall that the orientation on Ω was chosen so that φ is orientation preserving.
The ρ-equivariance of φ ensures that then φpLa,pq, φpLb,pq and φpLc,pq are three

pairwise non-intersecting curves starting at φppq at going towards ξ
p1q
ρ paq, ξ

p1q
ρ pbq

and ξ
p1q
ρ pcq respectively. But this means that if we take a small disc centered at

φppq, then the boundary of this disc, when oriented counter-clockwise, intersects
φpLa,pq, φpLc,pq and φpLb,pq in that order. This contradicts the assumption that φ
is orientation preserving. �

Proof of Proposition 3.9. By the definition of rV, there are some z, w P rV so that
x ă z ă y ă w ă x in this order along Bπ1pSq. Let γ P π1pSq be a non-peripheral
element, and let γz, γw P π1pSq be elements so that γ´z “ z and γ´w “ w. Then for
sufficiently large n,

x ă γ´nz ¨ γ˘ ă y ă γ´nw ¨ γ˘ ă x.
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Also, let Ω be the ρ-equivariant developing image of µ. By Lemma 3.11, we see
that

(3.1) ξp1qρ pxq ď ρpγzq
´n ¨ ξp1qρ pγ˘q ď ξp1qρ pyq ď ρpγwq

´n ¨ ξp1qρ pγ˘q ď ξp1qρ pxq.

(1) Suppose for contradiction that ξ
p1q
ρ pxq “ ξ

p1q
ρ pyq. Then (3.1) implies that

either ξ
p1q
ρ pxq “ ρpγwq

´n ¨ ρpγq˘ “ ξ
p1q
ρ pyq or ξ

p1q
ρ pxq “ ρpγzq

´n ¨ ρpγq˘ “ ξ
p1q
ρ pyq.

In either case, we have that ξ
p1q
ρ pγ`q “ ξ

p1q
ρ pγ´q, which is impossible.

(2) Suppose for contradiction that ξ
p1q
ρ pxq P ξ

p2q
ρ pyq for some distinct x, y P rV.

By Proposition 3.8 and the convexity of Ω, one deduces that there is an open line

segment L in RP2 with endpoints ξ
p1q
ρ pxq and ξ

p1q
ρ pyq, so that L Ă BΩ and either

ρpγzq
´n ¨ ρpγq˘ P L or ρpγwq

´n ¨ ρpγq˘ P L. Assume without loss of generality
that the former holds. Then observe that limkÑ8 ρpγ

´n
z ¨ γ ¨ γnz q

k ¨ L is the entire
projective line in RP2 containing L. Since BΩ contains L and is invariant under
ρpγ´nz ¨ γ ¨ γnz q, we deduce that BΩ is a projective line, but this contradicts the
properness of Ω. �

If we choose a different representative ρ1 “ g ¨ ρ ¨ g´1 P holpµq, then ξρ1 “ g ¨ ξρ.
Furthermore, if holpµq “ holpµ1q, then the PGLp3,Rq-orbit of flag maps associated
to µ and µ1 agree. Hence, the map ρ ÞÑ ξρ associates to the conjugacy class

holpµq a PGLp3,Rq-orbit of maps from rV Ñ RP2 ˆ pRP2q˚, which we denote by
ξholpµq :“ rξρs. The next proposition tells us that ξholpµq varies continuously with
holpµq.

Proposition 3.13. Let F : p´ε, εq Ñ X3pSq given by F : t ÞÑ rρts be a map
whose image lies in holpCpSqq. Then F is continuous if and only if t ÞÑ ξρtpxq is a

continuous path in F for every x P rV.

This proposition is a consequence of the following elementary fact.

Lemma 3.14. Let Li Ñ L be a convergent sequence of endomorphisms of Rn, and
let λji , λ

j be the (generalized) eigenvalues of Li and L respectively. Assume λji , λ
j

are real for all j “ 1, . . . , n. If there is some m P t1, . . . , nu so that for all i,

dim ker
m
ź

j“1

pLi ´ λ
j
i Iq “ m “ dim ker

m
ź

j“1

pL´ λjIq,

where I is the identity endomorphism on Rn, then

ker
m
ź

j“1

pLi ´ λ
j
i Iq Ñ ker

m
ź

j“1

pL´ λjIq

in the Grassmannian GrmpRnq.

Proof. Let x1
i , . . . , x

m
i be an orthonormal basis of ker

śm
j“1pLi ´ λji Iq. By taking

subsequences, we may assume that xji converges to xj . Since Li Ñ L, we see that

λji Ñ λj , so x1, . . . , xm all lie in ker
śm
j“1pL´ λ

jIq. By the dimension hypothesis,

x1, . . . , xm is an orthonormal basis of ker
śm
j“1pL ´ λjIq. Hence, up to taking

subsequences, ker
śm
j“1pLi ´ λ

j
i Iq converges to ker

śm
j“1pL´ λ

jIq. Repeating this

argument for all subsequences of tLiu
8
i“1 proves the lemma. �
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Proof of Proposition 3.13. For any x P rV, let γ P π1pSq be the unique primitive
group element so that x is the repelling fixed point of γ. For any µ P CpSq and
any representative ρ P holpµq, let L P SLp3,Rq be a representative of ρpγq. Then
let λ1 ě λ2 ě λ3 be the generalized eigenvalues of L. Observe that as defined,

ξ
p1q
ρ pxq “ kerpL ´ λ3q and ξ

p2q
ρ pxq “ ker

`

pL ´ λ3qpL ´ λ2q
˘

. To prove the forward
direction, we simply apply Lemma 3.14.

For the backward direction, pick any γ P π1pSq, any triple of pairwise distinct

points x, y, z P rV, and let px1, y1, z1q :“ γ ¨ px, y, zq. Also, let

pa, b, c, dq :“ pξp1qρ pxq, ξp1qρ pyq, ξp1qρ pzq, ξp2qρ pxq X ξp2qρ pyqq,

and let

pa1, b1, c1, d1q :“ pξp1qρ px1q, ξp1qρ py1q, ξp1qρ pz1q, ξp2qρ px1q X ξp2qρ py1qq.

The ρ-equivariance of ξ implies that ρpγq ¨ pa, b, c, dq “ pa1, b1, c1, d1q.
We will now argue that the quadruple of points a, b, c, d are in general position,

i.e. no three of them lie in a line in RP2. By (2) of Proposition 3.9, we see that the
triple a, b, d do not lie in a line in RP2. For the same reason, the same is true for
the triples a, c, d and b, c, d. On the other hand, suppose for contradition that a, b, c
lie in a line. By the same argument as the first part of the proof of Proposition 3.9,
there is some η P π1pSq so that x ă η´ ă η` ă y ă z. The convexity of Ω then
implies that there is a projective (open) line segment L with endpoints a, b so that
L Ă BΩ and ρpηq´, ρpηq` P L. Since BΩ is ρ-equivariant, this means that

8
ď

i“´8

ρpηqi ¨ L Ă BΩ,

and is an entire projective line in RP2. This violates the properness of Ω, so a, b, c
cannot lie in a line. We have thus proven that a, b, c, d are in general position, so
pa1, b1, c1, d1q “ ρpγq ¨ pa, b, c, dq is also in general position.

If we normalize a “ r1 : 0 : 0sT , b “ r0 : 1 : 0sT , c “ r0 : 0 : 1sT and
d “ r1 : 1 : 1sT , then it is a straightforward exercise to explicitly write down a
matrix representative for ρpγq in terms of the coordinates of a1, b1, c1, d1. From this,
it is clear that ρpγq varies continuously with a1, b1, c1, d1. �

3.4. The holonomy map. It will be important later that we understand the image
of the map hol : CpSqadm Ñ X3pSq. To do so, we set up the following notation. For
every µ P CpSqadm, let Aholpµq denote the set of punctures of S whose µ-type is bulge
˘8, and let Γholpµq Ă π1pSq be the set of peripheral group elements corresponding
to Aholpµq.

For any representative ρ P holpµq, let Ω denote the ρ-equivariant developing im-
age of µ. Let γ P Γholpµq and let ρpγq` “ ξp1qpγ`q, ρpγq0, ρpγq´ “ ξp1qpγ´q be the

attracting, saddle and repelling points of ρpγq. Note that ρpγq` and ρpγq´ neces-
sarily lie on the boundary of Ω. Also, by Proposition 3.8 and (1) of Proposition 3.9,

we see that ξp1qprVztγ`, γ´uq lies entirely in one of the two connected components of

RP2zpξ
p2q
ρ pγ`q Y ξ

p2q
ρ pγ´qq, call it A. The projective line through ρpγq` and ρpγq´

cuts A into two open triangles, and the fact that γ is a peripheral group element

ensures that ξp1qprVztγ`, γ´uq lies entirely in one of these two open triangles, call
it ∆1.
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Definition 3.15. Let ρ P holpµq and γ P Γholpµq. The principal triangle of ρpγq is

the open triangle ∆ “ ∆ρ that is the connected component of AzSpanpρpγq`, ρpγq´q
that is not ∆1.

It is clear that ρpγq has a unique principal triangle, which depends only on ρ. Let
Gρ denote the set of principal triangles of the group elements in ρpΓholpµqq. Observe
that there is a natural π1pSq-action on Gρ induced by ρ. The next theorem tells us
to what extent different points in CpS,Dqadm can have the same holonomy.

Theorem 3.16. Let D be any multi-curve in S, let S1, . . . , Sk be the connected
components of SzD, and let pµ1, . . . , µkq, pµ

1
1, . . . , µ

1
kq P CpS,Dqadm so that

holpµ1, . . . , µkq “ holpµ11, . . . , µ
1
kq.

For all i “ 1, . . . , k, let ρi be representatives of holpµiq, and let Ωi,Ω
1
i Ă RP2

be the ρi-equivariant developing images of µi, µ
1
i P CpSiqadm respectively. Then

the interior of the symmetric difference Ωi4Ω1i is the union of a π1pSiq-invariant
subset of triangles in Gρi .

The proof of Theorem 3.16 is in the Appendix. As an immediate consequence of
Theorem 3.16, Proposition 2.5, and the compatibility of µ across the closed curves
in D, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.17. Let hol : CpS,Dqadm Ñ
śk
i“1 X3pSjq, and choose an orientation

for each c P D. For any µ P CpS,Dqadm, let

Dholpµq :“ tc P D : µ-type of c is bulge ˘8u.

Then |hol´1
pholpµqq| “ 2|DholpµqYAholpµq|. Furthermore, each element in hol´1

pholpµqq
corresponds to the choice of whether the µ-type of c is bulge `8 or bulge ´8 for
each c P Dholpµq, and whether the µ-type of p is bulge `8 or bulge ´8 for each
p P Aholpµq.

3.5. Edge and triangle invariants. When S is a closed surface, Goldman gave
a parameterization for holpCpSqq that generalizes the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates
on T pSq [12]. Briefly, he did this by first parameterizing holpCpP qq, where P is the
oriented thrice punctured sphere. Then, he generalized this parameterization to
all surfaces of negative Euler characteristic by parameterizing the space of ways to
assemble convex RP2 structures on pairs of pants together. This parameterization
was later extended by Marquis to the setting of where S is not closed [22].

By modifying previous parameterizations of holpCpSqq given by Bonahon-Dreyer
[5] and Fock-Goncharov [11], the second author [27] also gave a continuous (in fact
real-analytic) coordinate system of holpCpSqq that is similar in flavor to the one given
by Goldman. However, this coordinate system has the additional advantage that
the parameters are naturally projective invariants, and thus have easier geometric
interpretations. We will give a brief description of this coordinate system. To do
so, one first needs to define the edge and triangle invariants.

Choose a pants decomposition P of S and let T “ TP be the associated ideal
triangulation described in Section 3.2. For any closed edge c “ rx, ys P P, choose a

lift tx, yu P rP of c, and let rTx, rTy be triangles in rΘ with x, y as a vertex respectively.

We refer to the orbit π1pSq ¨ t rTx, rTyu as a bridge across c. See Figure 10.

For each edge rx, ys P T , choose a representative tx, yu P rT of rx, ys. If tx, yu P rQ,

let z1, z2 P rV so that tx, z1u, ty, z1u, tx, z2u, ty, z2u P rT and x ă z2 ă y ă z1 ă x.
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Figure 10. Bridge
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ξ
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Figure 11. Edge invariant for tx, yu P Q

On the other hand, if tx, yu P rP, let t rTx, rTyu be an element in the bridge across

c so that rTx “ tx, z1, w1u where x ă z1 ă w1 ă x, and rTy “ ty, z2, w2u where

y ă z2 ă w2 ă y. See Figures 11 and 12, noting that for i “ 1, 2, zi “ ξp1qpziq in
these figures. Define

sx,y : holpCpSqq Ñ R
rρs ÞÑ C

´

ξ
p2q
ρ pxq, ξ

p1q
ρ pz2q, ξ

p1q
ρ pz1q, ξ

p1q
ρ pxq ` ξ

p1q
ρ pyq

¯

.

This is well-defined because the projective invariance of the cross ratio implies that
all the choices we made are irrelevant (except for the choice of a bridge across each
closed curve in P). Hence, for each edge rx, ys P T , we have defined two invariants,
sx,y and sy,x. Observe using Remark 3.1, Lemma 3.11, and Remark 3.12 that
sx,y ă 0, so one can define σx,y :“ logp´sx,yq. These are called the edge invariants
along rx, ys.

Similarly, for every ideal triangle rx, y, zs P Θ, choose a representative tx, y, zu P
rΘ so that x ă y ă z ă x in Bπ1pSq. Define

tx,y,z : holpCpSqq Ñ R
rρs ÞÑ T

´

ξ
p2q
ρ pxq, ξ

p2q
ρ pyq, ξ

p2q
ρ pzq, ξ

p1q
ρ pxq, ξ

p1q
ρ pyq, ξ

p1q
ρ pzq

¯

.
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Figure 12. Edge invariant for tx, yu P P
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Figure 13. Triangle invariant

See Figure 13. The projective invariance of the triple ratio again guarantees that
the tx,y,z do not depend on any of the choices made. Furthermore, the symmetry
of the triple ratio implies that tx,y,z “ ty,z,x “ tz,x,y, so we only have one such
function for each rx, y, zs P Θ. Again, observe using Remark 3.2 and Proposition
3.9 that tx,y,z ą 0, so one can define the triangle invariants for rx, y, zs to be
τx,y,z :“ logptx,y,zq.

3.6. Coordinates on holpCpP qq. For now, we specialize to the case when S “ P ,
the oriented thrice punctured sphere. Let α, β, γ P π1pP q be three group elements
corresponding to oriented peripheral curves in P , so that γβα “ id, and P lies to
the left of each oriented peripheral curve. Then observe that

rT :“
 

η¨tα´, β´u : η P π1pSq
(

Y
 

η¨tβ´, γ´u : η P π1pSq
(

Y
 

η¨tγ´, α´u : η P π1pSq
(

,

is an ideal triangulation of rP . With this ideal triangulation, rP “ H, rQ “ rT ,

rΘ :“
 

η ¨ tα´, β´, γ´u : η P π1pSq
(

Y
 

η ¨ tα´, α ¨ β´, γ´u : η P π1pSq
(

,
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Figure 14. Ideal triangulation of pair of pants

and

rV :“ tη ¨ α´ : η P π1pSqu Y tη ¨ β
´ : η P π1pSqu Y tη ¨ γ

´ : η P π1pSqu.

In particular, T consists of three edges, Θ consists of two triangles, and V consists
of three vertices. See Figure 14.

Bonahon-Dreyer [5] computed an expression for the eigenvalues of ρpαq, ρpβq
and ρpγq in terms of the edge and triangle invariants associated to T . Explicitly, if
we denote the (generalized) eigenvalues of ρpηq by λ1,ηpρq ě λ2,ηpρq ě λ3,ηpρq for
any η P π1pP qztidu, then for i “ 1, 2, define `i,rηs : holpCpP qq Ñ R by

`i,rηspρq :“ log

ˆ

λi,ηpρq

λi`1,ηpρq

˙

.

Note that the `i,rηs depends only on the conjugacy class rηs, and not on the choice
of η P π1pP q. Then Bonahon-Dreyer showed that

`1,rαs “ σα´,β´ ` σα´,γ´

`2,rαs “ σβ´,α´ ` σγ´,α´ ` τα´,γ´,β´ ` τα´,α¨γ´,β´

`1,rβs “ σβ´,γ´ ` σβ´,α´

`2,rβs “ σγ´,β´ ` σα´,β´ ` τα´,γ´,β´ ` τα´,α¨γ´,β´

`1,rγs “ σγ´,α´ ` σγ´β´

`2,rγs “ σα´,γ´ ` σβ´γ´ ` τα´,γ´,β´ ` τα´,α¨γ´,β´

In particular, the expressions on the right have to be at least 0. These six
inequalities are known as the (weak) closed leaf inequalities. Bonahon-Dreyer then
showed that these are the only relations satisfied by these parameters.

Theorem 3.18 (Bonahon-Dreyer). The map Φ : holpCpP qq Ñ R8 given by

Φ : rρs ÞÑ
`

σα´,β´pρq, σβ´,α´pρq, σα´,γ´pρq, σγ´,α´pρq,
σβ´,γ´pρq, σγ´,β´pρq, τα´,γ´,β´pρq, τα´,α¨γ´,β´pρq

˘

is a homeomorphism onto the closed convex polytope in R8 cut out by the closed
leaf inequalities.

Solving the six linear equations above then proves the following.
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Corollary 3.19. The map Φ : holpCpP qq Ñ pRě0q
6 ˆ R2 given by

Φ : rρs ÞÑ
`

`1,rαspρq, `2,rαspρq, `1,rβspρq, `2,rβspρq, `1,rγspρq, `2,rγspρq, σα´,β´pρq, τα´,γ´,β´pρq
˘

is a homeomorphism.

Remark 3.20. Bonahon-Dreyer [5] and the second author [27] were working in the
more general setting of Hitchin representations, so they only stated their results
for representations where the holonomy about each boundary component was re-
quired to be hyperbolic. However, in the case of convex RP2 structures, Proposition
3.13 extends their arguments verbatim to the cases where the holonomy about the
boundary component is quasi-hyperbolic or parabolic.

In the coordinate system given in Corollary 3.19, the invariants σα´,β´ and
τα´,γ´,β´ are called the internal parameters of P , and the six invariants `1,rαs,
`2,rαs, `1,rβs, `2,rβs, `1,rγs, `2,rγs are called the length parameters. We will simplify
notation and denote σα´,β´ and τα´,γ´,β´ by i1,P and i2,P respectively.

3.7. Coordinates on holpCpSqq. Now, we will use the parameterization of holpCpP qq
to parameterize holpCpSqq. To do so, choose once and for all

‚ a pants decomposition P on S,
‚ a bridge across each closed curve in P,
‚ an orientation for every closed curve in P
‚ an orientation about each puncture of S.

For every c P P, let p1, p2 be the punctures of Szc corresponding to c. If c is non-
separating, then c (equipped with its chosen orientation) determines two conjugacy
classes rγ1s, rγ2s P rπ1pSzcqs, so that rγis corresponds to the puncture pi. On the
other hand, if c is separating, let S1 and S2 be the two connected components of Szc,
so that pi is a puncture of Si. Then c determines a conjugacy class rγis P rπ1pSiqs
corresponding to pi.

Goldman [12] proved that if c is non-separating, then for any µ1 P CpSzcqadm,
there is some µ P CpSqadm so that µ|Szc “ µ1 if and only if the µ1-type of pi is
bulge ´8 for both i “ 1, 2, and holµ1pγ1q “ holµ1pγ2q. Similarly, if c is separating,
then for any pµ1, µ2q P CpS1q

adm ˆ CpS2q
adm, there is some µ P CpSqadm so that

µ|Si “ µi for i “ 1, 2 if and only if the µi-type of pi is bulge ´8 for both i “ 1, 2,
and holµ1pγ1q “ holµ2pγ2q. Furthermore, regardless of whether c is separating or
not, Goldman [12] also showed that the set of all such µ P CpSqadm is parameterized
by two parameters, called bulge and twist parameters bc, tc : CpSqadm Ñ R. These
are defined by

bcpµq :“ σγ´c ,γ`c pholµq ´ σγ`c ,γ´c pholµq and tcpµq :“ σγ´c ,γ`c pholµq ` σγ`c ,γ´c pholµq.

In particular, bc and tc depend only on holµ, so we also denote bcpholµq :“ bcpµq
and tcpholµq :“ tcpµq. See Figure 15.

Remark 3.21. Given a simple closed curve c in S, Goldman defined an R2 action on
CpSq by bulge and shearing deformations along c. The bulge and twist parameters bc
and tc were designed to precisely capture these deformations; performing a bulging
deformation changes the bulge parameter while keeping the twist parameter fixed,
while performing a twist deformation changes the twist parameter while keeping
the bulge parameter fixed.
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bulge

twist

Figure 15. Twist and bulge

Remark 3.22. Goldman [12] stated his results in the case when the µ-type of all the
punctures of S are bulge ´8, since he was mainly interested in the closed surface
case. However, his arguments work in this more general setting as well.

Combining this together with Corollary 3.19 proves the following theorem.

Theorem 3.23. Let S be a connected, orientable surface with negative Euler char-
acteristic, genus g with n punctures. Make the choices that we did at the start of
this section, and let P “ tc1, . . . , c3g´3`nu, let td1, . . . , dnu be the punctures of S,
and let P “ tP1, . . . , P2g´2`nu. Then

Φ̊ : holpCpSqq Ñ pR2q3g´3`n ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n ˆ pR2
ě0q

n ˆ pR2q2g´2`n

is a homeomorphism, where

Φ̊ :“
3g´3`n
ź

i“1

pbci , tciq
3g´3`n
ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq
n
ź

i“1

p`1,di , `2,diq
2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.

Remark 3.24. Again, the second author [27] proved Theorem 3.23 for convex RP2

structures where the holonomy about each boundary component was required to
be hyperbolic. Proposition 3.13 extends his proof verbatim to the cases where the
holonomy about the boundary component is quasi-hyperbolic or parabolic.

The homeomorphism Φ̊ is not ideal for our purposes because it does not behave
well under Dehn twists about the curves in P. We will thus further modify Φ̊ to
get a new homeomorphism that has that property. For each c P P, let

rc :“
`1,c ¨ σγ´c ,γ`c ´ `2,c ¨ σγ`c ,γ´c

3

be the reparameterized bulge parameters. Observe that if we replace the parameters
bci with rci for all i in the homeomorphism Φ̊, then this defines a new homeomor-
phism

Φ : holpCpSqq Ñ pR2q3g´3`n ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n ˆ pR2
ě0q

n ˆ pR2q2g´2`n
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Figure 16. Dehn twist along c “ rx, ys

given by

Φ :“
3g´3`n
ź

i“1

prci , tciq
3g´3`n
ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq
n
ź

i“1

p`1,di , `2,diq
2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.

The next proposition describes how Φ behaves under Dehn twists about the curves
in P.

Proposition 3.25. Let Dc be the Dehn twist along the (oriented) closed curve
c P P. Then all the coordinate functions of Φ agree at holµ and Dc ¨ holµ, except
for tc which satisfies tcpDc ¨ holµq “ tcpholµq ` `1,cpholµq ` `2,cpholµq.

Proof. It is clear from the projective invariance of the coordinate functions that
the only possible coordinate functions of Φ that might differ at holµ and Dc ¨ holµ
are tc and rc. Let π1pSq ¨ t rTγ´c ,

rTγ`c u be the bridge across c that we chose to

define Φ. For i “ 1, 2, let zi, wi P rV be the points such that rTγ´c “ tγ´c , z1, w1u

and γ´c ă z1 ă w1 ă γ´c , and rTγ`c “ tγ`c , z2, w2u where γ`c ă z2 ă w2 ă γ`c .

Observe that by choosing a basepoint in S, Dc induces a group homomorphism,

Dc : π1pSq Ñ π1pSq, which sends the bridge π1pSq¨t rTγ´c ,
rTγ`c u across c to the bridge

π1pSq ¨ t rTγ´c , γc ¨
rTγ`c u across c. See Figure 16.

Choose representatives ρ1 P holµ and ρ2 P Dc ¨ holµ so that

ξ
p1q
ρj pγ

`
c q “ r0 : 0 : 1sT , ξ

p1q
ρj pγ

´
c q “ r1 : 0 : 0sT , ξ

p1q
ρj pz1q “ r1 : 1 : 1sT ,

ξ
p2q
ρj pγ

`
c q “ r1 : 0 : 0s, and ξ

p2q
ρj pγ

´
c q “ r0 : 0 : 1s

for j “ 1, 2. Then it follows that

ξ
p1q
ρ2 pz2q “ ρpγcq ¨ ξ

p1q
ρ1 pz2q “

»

–

exp p`1,cpholµqq 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 exp p´`2,cpholµqq

fi

fl ¨ ξ
p1q
ρ1 pz2q.

Let a, d P R so that ξ
p1q
ρ1 pz2q “ ra : 1 : dsT . Observe that a, d ă 0, and

ξ
p1q
ρ2 pz2q “ rexp p`1,cpholµqq a : 1 : exp p´`2,cpholµqq ds

T .
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One can then compute that

rcpDc ¨ holµq “
`1,cpDc ¨ holµqσγ´c ,γ`c pDc ¨ holµq ´ `2,cpDc ¨ holµqσγ`c ,γ´c pDc ¨ holµq

3

“
`1,cpholµqp´ logp´dq ` `2,cpholµqq ´ `2,cpholµqplogp´aq ` `1,cpholµqq

3

“
´`1,cpholµq logp´dq ´ `2,cpholµq logp´aq

3

“
`1,cpholµqσγ´c ,γ`c pholµq ´ `2,cpholµqσγ`c ,γ´c pholµq

3
“ rcpholµq.

On the other hand,

tcpDc ¨ holµq “ σγ´c ,γ`c pDc ¨ holµq ` σγ`c ,γ´c pDc ¨ holµq

“ ´ logp´dq ` `2,cpholµq ` logp´aq ` `1,cpholµq

“ σγ´c ,γ`c pholµq ` σγ`c ,γ´c pholµq ` `1,cpholµq ` `2,cpholµq

“ tcpholµq ` `1,cpholµq ` `2,cpholµq.

�

Furthermore, the reparametrized bulge parameter going to `8 or ´8 has the
following interpretation.

Lemma 3.26. Let z1, z2 P rV so that γ´c ă z2 ă γ`c ă z1 ă γ´c be the two points
used to define bc (they correspond to a bridge across c). For all j P Z`, let µj P CpSq
and choose ρj P holpµjq so that for all i, j,

ξρj pγ
`
c q “ ξρipγ

`
c q, ξρj pγ

´
c q “ ξρipγ

´
c q, and ξ

p1q
ρj pz1q “ ξ

p1q
ρi pz1q.

Also, let Ωj be the ρj-equivariant developing image of µj, and let ∆ be the (open)

triangle containing ξ
p1q
ρj pz2q whose vertices are ξ

p1q
ρj pγ

`
c q, ξ

p1q
ρj pγ

´
c q, and ξ

p2q
ρj pγ

´
c q X

ξ
p2q
ρj pγ

`
c q. (Note that ∆ does not depend on j.) If there is some C ą 0 so that

´C ă tcpholµj q ă C and
1

C
ă `1,cpholµj q, `2,cpholµj q ă C

for all j, then

(1) limjÑ8 rcpµ
jq “ `8 if and only if limjÑ8 Ωj X∆ “ ∆.

(2) limjÑ8 rcpµ
jq “ ´8 if and only if limjÑ8 Ωj X∆ is empty.

Proof. We will only prove (1); the proof of (2) is similar. By transforming every-
thing by a projective transformation, we may assume that for all j,

ξ
p1q
ρj pγ

`
c q “ r0 : 0 : 1sT , ξ

p1q
ρj pγ

´
c q “ r1 : 0 : 0sT , ξ

p1q
ρj pz1q “ r1 : 1 : 1sT ,

ξ
p2q
ρj pγ

`
c q “ r1 : 0 : 0s, and ξ

p2q
ρj pγ

´
c q “ r0 : 0 : 1s.

Let ξ
p1q
ρj pz2q “ raj : 1 : djs

T . Then aj , dj ă 0, and a straightforward computation

shows that

rcpholµj q “
´`1,cpholµj q logp´djq ´ `2,cpholµj q logp´ajq

3
and

tcpholµj q “ logp´ajq ´ logp´djq.
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Hence, e´C ă
aj
dj
ă eC for all j. Since 1

C ă `1,cpholµj q, `2,cpholµj q ă C for all j,

limjÑ8 rcpµjq “ `8 if and only if limjÑ8 aj “ 0 “ limjÑ8 dj . This implies that
limjÑ8 rcpµjq “ `8 if and only if

lim
jÑ8

raj : 1 : djs
T “ r0 : 1 : 0sT ,

which happens if and only if limjÑ8 Ωj X∆ “ ∆ by the convexity of Ωj . �

From our construction, it is clear that for any multi-curve D Ă P and any
connected component S1 of SzD, the oriented pants decomposition P on S restricts
to an oriented pants decomposition P 1 on S1. Also, the ideal triangulation TP 1 on
S1 is naturally a subset of the ideal triangulation TP on S, so the choice of bridge
across each closed edge in TP induces a choice of bridge across each closed edge of
TP 1 . Thus, P together with the choice of a bridge across each closed edge in TP
determines a coordinate system on holpCpS1qq. Furthermore,

(1) The length parameters on holpCpS1qq are exactly the length parameters on
holpCpSqq associated to the closed curves in P 1 Ă P and the boundary
curves of S1.

(2) The internal parameters on holpCpS1qq are exactly the internal parameters
on holpCpSqq associated to the pairs of pants in PP that lie in S1.

(3) The twist, bulge, and reparameterized bulge parameters on holpCpS1qq are
exactly the twist, bulge, and reparameterized bulge parameters on holpCpSqq
associated to the closed curves in P 1 Ă P.

This immediately implies the following remark.

Remark 3.27. For all D Ă P, the coordinate system on holpCpSqq determines

a coordinate system on holpCpS,Dqadmq Ă
śk
i“1 holpCpSiqq. More precisely, if

td1, . . . , dnu are the punctures of S, PzD “ tc1, . . . , c3g´3`n´ku, D “ te1, . . . , eku,
and P “ tP1, . . . , P2g´2`nu, then this coordinate system is given explicitly by the
homeomorphism

ΦD : holpCpS,Dqadmq Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´k ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´k ˆ pR2
ě0q

k`n ˆ pR2q2g´2`n,

where

ΦD :“
3g´3`n´k

ź

i“1

prci , tciq
3g´3`n´k

ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq

k
ź

i“1

p`1,ei , `2,eiq
n
ź

i“1

p`1,di , `2,diq
2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.

4. Coordinate description of the topology of CpSqaug

As we observed in (4) and (5) of Remark 2.19, CpSqaug is not locally compact
and CpSqaug{MCGpSq is an orbifold with a complicated singular locus. As such, it
is not easy to give local coordinates for either CpSqaug or CpSqaug{MCGpSq.

This however, tells us that taking the quotient of CpSqaug by the trivial group is
“too big”, while taking the quotient of CpSqaug by all of MCGpSq is “too small”.
The naive dream is then to find a subgroup G Ă MCGpSq so that the topology
on CpSqaug{G admits local coordinates about every point p. It turns out that
this too is impossible. However, the next theorem tells us that if we allow G to
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change depending on the stratum of CpSqaug where p lies, then there is an explicit
description of the topology on a neighborhood of p in CpSqaug{G.

More precisely, let D be any multi-curve and let GD Ă MCGpSq be the subgroup
generated by Dehn twists about D. Recall that we previously defined

CpSqaug,D :“
ď

D1ĂD
CpS,D1qadm.

For the purpose of simplifying notation, set VD :“ CpSqaug,D. Observe that there
is a natural GD-action on XD1 :“ CpS,D1qadm for all D1 Ă D, so we can define
WD1,D :“ XD1{GD and UD :“ VD{GD. Equip WD1,D and UD with the quotient
topology. By (1) of Remark 2.19, VD Ă CpSqaug is an open set about any point in
XD Ă CpSqaug.

The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let D be any multi-curve, let P Ą D be an oriented pants decom-
position on S and choose orientations about the punctures of S. Let TP be the
induced ideal triangulation as described in Section 3.2, and choose a bridge across
every closed edge of TP . Then there is an explicit homeomorphism

ΨD : UD Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´k ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´k ˆ pR4qk ˆ pR2qn ˆ pR2q2g´2`n.

In particular, UD is homeomorphic to a cell.

4.1. The homeomorphism ΘD1,D. As a preliminary step to define ΨD, we first
define a continuous parameterization ΘD1,D of holpWD1,Dq :“ holpXD1q{GD for any
D1 Ă D. Per the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1, choose an oriented pants decomposition
P Ą D, an orientation on every boundary component of S, and a bridge across every
closed edge in TP . Remark 3.27 tells us that for any D1 Ă D, these choices determine
a coordinate system on holpXD1q.

Let tS11, . . . , S
1
ku be the connected components of SzD1. Observe that if c P D1,

then the Dehn twist Dc P GD about c acts as the identity on
śk
j“1 CpS1jq. Also, if

c P DzD1, then c lies in the interior of S1j for some j “ 1, . . . , k. In that case, Dc

acts as the identity on CpS1iq for all i ‰ j, and its action on CpS1jq induces an action

on holpCpS1jqq, which we have described explicitly in terms of the coordinates on

holpCpS1jqq in Proposition 3.25.

Proposition 3.25 implies that aside from the twist coordinates in ttc : c P DzD1u,
all the other coordinate functions on holpXD1q descend to well-defined functions on
holpWD1,Dq, which in turn give well-defined functions on WD1,D by precomposing
with the holonomy map hol : WD1,D Ñ holpWD1,Dq. Although tc does not descend
to a well-defined function on holpWD1,Dq for all c P DzD1, we may replace tc with
the map θc : holpXD1q Ñ S :“ R{p2π ¨ Zq defined by

(4.1) θc : holpµq “ pholpµ1q, . . . ,holpµkqq ÞÑ
2πtcpholpµjqq

`1,cpholpµjqq ` `2,cpholpµjqq
.

By Proposition 3.25, this map descends to a well-defined map θc : holpWD1,Dq Ñ S,
so we may think of it as a map from WD1,D to S by pre-composing with hol :
WD1,D Ñ holpWD1,Dq.
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If c P DzD1, we may define the functions g1,c, . . . , g4,c : holpWD1,Dq Ñ R by

g1,cp¨q :“ `1,cp¨q`2,cp¨q cos
´π

2
fprcp¨qq

¯

cospθcp¨qq,

g2,cp¨q :“ `1,cp¨q`2,cp¨q cos
´π

2
fprcp¨qq

¯

sinpθcp¨qq,

g3,cp¨q :“ `1,cp¨q`2,cp¨q sin
´π

2
fprcp¨qq

¯

,

g4,cp¨q :“ `1,cp¨q
2 ´ `2,cp¨q

2.

In the above formulas, f : R Ñ R is the smooth function given by fpsq “ es´1
es`1 .

Again, for i “ 1, . . . , 4 and c P DzD1, gi,c can also be viewed as functions on WD1,D
by pre-composing with hol : WD1,D Ñ holpWD1,Dq.

On the other hand, if c P D1 or c is a puncture of S, define g1,c, . . . , g4,c : WD1,D Ñ

R by

g1,cp¨q :“ 0

g2,cp¨q :“ 0

g3,cp¨q :“

$

&

%

0 if µ-type of c is parabolic or quasi-hyperbolic
`1,cp¨q`2,cp¨q if µ-type of c is bulge `8
´`1,cp¨q`2,cp¨q if µ-type of c is bulge ´8

,

g4,cp¨q :“ `1,cp¨q
2 ´ `2,cp¨q

2.

Note that if c P D1 or c is a puncture of S, gi,c is a function on holpWD1,Dq for
i “ 1, 2, 4. This is not so for g3,c, but its absolute value |g3,cp¨q| “ `1,cp¨q`2,cp¨q is a
function on holpWD1,Dq. Moreover, in the cases in which the reparametrized bulge
parameter rcp¨q “ ˘8, we have simply extended the formulas above by identifying
fp8q “ 1 and fp´8q “ ´1.

Notation 4.2. Let PzD “: tc1, . . . , c3g´3`n´mu, DzD1 “: tem1`1, . . . , emu, D1 “:
te1, . . . , em1u, and td1, . . . , dnu be the punctures of S. Note that m :“ |D|, m1 :“
|D1| ď m.

With this notation, define

ΘD1,D : holpWD1,Dq Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´mˆpR2
`q

3g´3`n´mˆpR4qmˆpR2qnˆpR2q2g´2`n

by

ΘD1,D “

3g´3`n´m
ź

i“1

prci , tciq
3g´3`n´m

ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq
m
ź

i“m1`1

pg1,ei , g2,ei , g3,ei , g4,eiq

m1
ź

i“1

pg1,ei , g2,ei , |g3,ei |, g4,eiq

n
ź

i“1

p|g3,di |, g4,diq

2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.

Lemma 4.3. Let E1 :“ pR2zp0, 0qq ˆ R2 Ă R4 and E2 :“ p0, 0q ˆ Rě0 ˆ R Ă R4.
The map ΘD1,D is a homeomorphism onto its image, which is

pR2q3g´3`n´m ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´m ˆ Em´m
1

1 ˆ Em
1

2 ˆ pRě0 ˆ Rqn ˆ pR2q2g´2`n.

Proof. Recall from Remark 3.27 that the map

ΦD1 : holpXD1q Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´m1 ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´m1 ˆ pR2
ě0q

m1`n ˆ pR2q2g´2`n
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given by

ΦD1 :“

˜

3g´3`n´m
ź

i“1

prci , tciq
m
ź

i“m1`1

prei , teiq

¸

˜

3g´3`n´m
ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq
m
ź

i“m1`1

p`1,ei , `2,eiq

¸

m1
ź

i“1

p`1,ei , `2,eiq
n
ź

i“1

p`1,di , `2,diq
2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.

is a homeomorphism. From this and the definition of the GD-action on holpXD1q

defined above, we see that

ΦD1,D : holpWD1,Dq Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´m ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´m ˆ pRˆ Sˆ R2
`q
m´m1 ˆ

pR2
ě0q

m1 ˆ pR2
ě0q

n ˆ pR2q2g´2`n

given by

ΦD1,D :“
3g´3`n´m

ź

i“1

prci , tciq
3g´3`n´m

ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq
m
ź

i“m1`1

prei , θei , `1,ei , `2,eiq

m1
ź

i“1

p`1,ei , `2,eiq
n
ź

i“1

p`1,di , `2,diq
2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.

is also a homeomorphism.
From the definition of pg1,ei , . . . , g4,eiq, one sees that to finish the proof, it is

sufficient to prove that the maps F1 : R ˆ S ˆ R2
` Ñ E1 and F2 : pRě0q

2 Ñ E2

defined by

F1pa1, a2, a3, a4q :“
´

a3a4 cos
´π

2
fpa1q

¯

cospa2q,

a3a4 cos
´π

2
fpa1q

¯

sinpa2q, a3a4 sin
´π

2
fpa1q

¯

, a2
3 ´ a

2
4

¯

,

F2pa3, a4q :“ p0, 0, a3a4, a
2
3 ´ a

2
4q

are homeomorphisms. But this can be verified easily by writing down explicit
continuous formulas for the inverse maps for both F1 and F2. �

4.2. ΨD is a bijection. Next, we will explicitly describe the map ΨD in Theorem
4.1 and show that it is a bijection. Define

ΨD1,D : WD1,D Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´m ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´m ˆ pR4qm ˆ pR2qn ˆ pR2q2g´2`n,

by

ΨD1,D :“
3g´3`n´m

ź

i“1

prci , tciq
3g´3`n´m

ź

i“1

p`1,ci , `2,ciq
m
ź

i“1

pg1,ei , g2,ei , g3,ei , g4,eiq

n
ź

i“1

pg3,di , g4,diq

2g´2`n
ź

j“1

pi1,Pj , i2,Pj q.
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Lemma 4.4. Let E1 :“ pR2zp0, 0qqˆR2 Ă R4 and E3 :“ R4zE1 “ p0, 0qˆR2 Ă R4.
The map ΨD1,D is a bijection onto its image, which is

pR2q3g´3`n´m ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´m ˆ Em´m
1

1 ˆ Em
1

3 ˆ pR2qn ˆ pR2q2g´2`n.

Proof. For any µ P XD1 , let Aholpµq Ă td1, . . . , dnu be the punctures of S whose
µ-type is bulge ˘8, and let D1holpµq :“ tc P D1 : µ-type of c is bulge ˘ 8u. By

Corollary 3.17, we see that hol´1
pholpµqq Ă XD1 has 2|D

1
holpµqYAholpµq| elements,

each of which corresponds to the choice of whether the µ-type of c is bulge `8 or
bulge ´8 for each c P D1holpµqYAholpµq. The same is true for hol´1

pholrµsq ĂWD1,D

as well, because the only element in GD that sends hol´1
pholpXD1qq to itself is the

identity.
Note that by replacing the coordinate functions |g3,c| of ΘD1,D with g3,c for

c P te1, . . . , em1u Y td1, . . . , dnu allows us to distinguish whether the µ-type of c is
bulge `8 or bulge ´8. The lemma follows immediately from this observation. �

As defined, the target of ΨD1,D does not depend on m1, but only on m. Since

UD “
ď

D1ĂD
WD1,D,

is a disjoint union, we may define

ΨD : UD Ñ pR2q3g´3`n´m ˆ pR2
`q

3g´3`n´m ˆ pR4qm ˆ pR2qn ˆ pR2q2g´2`n

by ΨDrµs :“ ΨD1,Drµs if rµs P WD1,D. As a consequence of Lemma 4.4, we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 4.5. The map ΨD is a bijection.

Proof. Simply note that E1 YE3 “ R4 is a disjoint union, where E1 and E3 are as
defined in the statement of Lemma 4.4. �

4.3. ΨD is a homeomorphism. To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need
to show that the bijection ΨD is a homeomorphism. Recall that CpSqaug is first
countable (see (3) of Remark 2.19). Hence, it is sufficient to show that if µ “ rµs P
XD “ WD,D and trµjsu8j“1 is a sequence in UD, then limjÑ8rµ

js “ rµs in UD if

and only if limjÑ8ΨDrµ
js “ ΨDrµs.

Let S1, . . . , Sk be the connected components of SzD. Since D is a finite set, by
considering the subsequences of trµjsu8j“1 that lie in different strata separately, we

may further assume that trµjsu8j“1 Ă WD1,D for some fixed D1 Ă D. Also, note
that the map PullD1,D : XD1 Ñ XD descends to PullD1,D : WD1,D Ñ WD,D. Then
(1) of Remark 2.19 implies that it is sufficient to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6. Let D be an oriented multi-curve on S, let S1, . . . , Sk be the con-
nected components of SzD, and let µ “ pµ1, . . . , µkq P XD. Also, let D1 Ă D, let

trµjsu8j“1 ĂWD1,D, and let µjl P CpSlq so that PullD1,Drµ
js “ pµj1, . . . , µ

j
kq.

(1) If limjÑ8 µ
j
l “ µl for all l “ 1, . . . , k, then limjÑ8ΨD1,Drµ

js “ ΨD,Dpµq.

(2) If limjÑ8ΨD1,Drµ
js “ ΨD,Dpµq, then limjÑ8 µ

j
l “ µl for all l “ 1, . . . , k.

In the above theorem, we again choose an oriented pants decomposition P Ą D,
a bridge across every closed edge of TP , and an orientation about every puncture
of S to define ΨD.

We first prove (1) of Theorem 4.6.
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Proof if (1) of Theorem 4.6. First, observe that if limjÑ8 µ
j
l “ µl for all l “

1, . . . , k, then limjÑ8 holpµjl q “ holpµlq for all l “ 1, . . . , k. So Lemma 4.3 im-
plies that

(i) lim
jÑ8

pi1,Pirµ
js, i2,Pirµ

jsq “ pi1,Pipµq, i2,Pipµqq for all i “ 1, . . . , 2g ´ 2` n,

(ii) lim
jÑ8

prcirµ
js, tcirµ

jsq “ prcipµq, tcipµqq for all i “ 1, . . . , 3g ´ 3` n´m,

(iii) lim
jÑ8

p`1,cirµ
js, `2,cirµ

jsq “ p`1,cipµq, `2,cipµqq for all i “ 1, . . . , 3g ´ 3` n´m,

(iv) lim
jÑ8

p`1,eirµ
js, `2,eirµ

jsq “ p`1,eipµq, `2,eipµqq for all i “ 1, . . . ,m,

(v) lim
jÑ8

p`1,dirµ
js, `2,dirµ

jsq “ p`1,dipµq, `2,dipµqq for all i “ 1, . . . , n.

Thus, to prove (1) of Theorem 4.6, it is sufficient to prove that
(4.2)

lim
jÑ8

pg1,eirµ
js, g2,eirµ

js, g3,eirµ
js, g4,eirµ

jsq “ pg1,eipµq, g2,eipµq, g3,eipµq, g4,eipµqq

for all i “ 1, . . . ,m, and
(4.3)

lim
jÑ8

pg1,eirµ
js, g2,eirµ

js, g3,eirµ
js, g4,eirµ

jsq “ pg1,eipµq, g2,eipµq, g3,eipµq, g4,eipµqq

for all i “ 1, . . . , n. We will only give the proof of (4.2); a special case of the same
argument also works for (4.3).

Let a P t1, . . . , ku so that Sa is the connected component of SzD that lies on the
left of ei. Also, let p be the puncture of Sa that corresponds to ei. If the µa-type
of p is quasi-hyperbolic or parabolic, then either `1,eipµq “ 0 or `2,eipµq “ 0. By
(iv), one of `1,eirµ

js or `2,eirµ
js converges to 0, while the other is bounded. This,

together with the definition of pg1,ei , g2,ei , g3,ei , g4,eiq, imply that (4.2) holds.
On the other hand, if the µa-type of p is bulge ˘8, then `1,eipµq, `2,eipµq ą 0,

which implies that there is some C ą 1 so that

1

C
ă `1,eirµ

js, `2,eirµ
js ă C

for all j. If i “ 1, . . . ,m1, this implies that the µja-type of p is bulge ˘8 as well.
Since we assumed that limjÑ8 µ

j
a “ µa, the µja-type of p must agree with the µa-

type of p. From the definition of pg1,ei , g2,ei , g3,ei , g4,eiq, it follows that (4.2) holds.
If i “ m1 ` 1, . . . ,m, by Proposition 3.25, we may choose representatives µj P rµjs
so that

´
`1,eipµ

jq ` `2,eipµ
jq

2
ď teipµ

jq ă
`1,eipµ

jq ` `2,eipµ
jq

2
,

in which case

´C ă teipµ
jq ă C.

Lemma 3.26 then implies that limjÑ8 reipµ
jq “ ˘8 if the µa-type of pL is bulge

˘8, so reirµ
js “ reipµ

jq is positive (resp. negative) for sufficiently large j if the
µa-type of p is `8 (resp. ´8). A straightforward calculation then proves that
(4.2) holds. �

For any convex real projective structure µ P CpSq, let ρ P holpµq, and let Ω be
the ρ-equivariant developing image of µ. To prove (2) of Theorem 4.6, we need to

define two properly convex domains pΩ and qΩ so that

‚ ρpπ1pSqq acts properly discontinuously on both pΩ and qΩ,
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‚ pΩ and qΩ depend only on ρ, and

‚ qΩ Ă Ω Ă pΩ.

First, we define pΩ. Proposition 3.8 states that ξ
p2q
ρ pxq and Ω do not intersect for

any x P rV. Also, Proposition 3.9 implies that ξ
p1q
ρ pyq does not lie in ξ

p2q
ρ pxq for all

distinct x, y P rV, which in particular implies that ξ
p2q
ρ pxq ‰ ξ

p2q
ρ pyq. Since ξ

p1q
ρ prVq Ă

BΩ, this means that one of the two connected components of RP2zpξ
p2q
ρ pxqYξ

p2q
ρ pyqq,

denoted Hpx, yq, contains ξ
p1q
ρ prVztx, yuq. With this, we can define pΩ to be the

interior of
č

distinct x,yPrV

Hpx, yq.

It is clear that pΩ is open, Ω Ă pΩ, and ρpπ1pSqq acts on pΩ. In particular, ξ
p1q
ρ prVq Ă

BpΩ.

Lemma 4.7.

(1) The open set pΩ Ă RP2 is properly convex.

(2) The action of ρpπ1pSqq on pΩ is properly discontinuous.

Proof. (1) Let x, y, z P rV be a pairwise distinct triple of points. It is straightforward

to check that since tx,y,z ą 0, RP2zpξ
p2q
ρ pxq Y ξ

p2q
ρ pyq Y ξ

p2q
ρ pzqq is a union of four

properly convex (open) triangles. By definition, pΩ has to lie in one of these four

triangles, so pΩ does not contain an entire projective line in RP2. With this, it is

clear from the definition of pΩ that pΩ is properly convex.

(2) Since pΩ is properly convex, we can define the Hilbert metric d
pΩ on pΩ (see proof

of Proposition 2.5), which is invariant under the ρpπ1pSqq action on pΩ. Recall that

ppΩ, d
pΩq is a proper path metric space. Hence, ρpπ1pSqq acts properly discontinuously

on pΩ because ρpπ1pSqq is a discrete subgroup of the isometry group of the Hilbert
metric. �

Next, we define qΩ to be the interior of the convex hull of ξ
p1q
ρ prVq in pΩ. Since

Ω is properly convex and ξ
p1q
ρ prVq Ă Ω, we see that ξ

p1q
ρ prVq is not contained in a

projective line in RP2. Thus, qΩ is non-empty. Furthermore, since ξ
p1q
ρ prVq Ă BΩ,

the convexity of Ω implies that qΩ Ă Ω. In particular, qΩ is a non-empty, properly
convex subset of RP2, on which ρpπ1pSqq acts properly discontinuously.

Remark 4.8. By Proposition 3.13, we see that pΩ and qΩ depend only on ρ, and vary
continuously with ρ.

With this, we can prove (2) of Theorem 4.6

Proof of (2) of Theorem 4.6. Since limjÑ8ΨD1,Drµ
js “ ΨD,Dpµq, it is clear that

limjÑ8ΘD1,Dpholrµjsq “ ΘD,Dpholpµqq. It then follows from Remark 3.27 that

limjÑ8 holpµji q “ holpµiq for all i “ 1, . . . , k. Then by Proposition 3.25, we can find

a representative ρji P holpµji q and a representative ρi P holpµiq so that limjÑ8 ρ
j
i “

ρi, and

´
`1,epµ

jq ` `2,epµ
jq

2
ď tepµ

j
i q ă

`1,epµ
jq ` `2,epµ

jq

2

for all e P DzD1. In particular, there is some C ą 0 so that ´C ď tepµ
j
i q ď C for

all j, i.
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Since limjÑ8 ρ
j
i “ ρi, we see that limjÑ8 ξρji

“ ξρi uniformly. Also, by Remark

4.8, limjÑ8
pΩji “

pΩi and limjÑ8
qΩji “

qΩi. Since qΩji Ă Ωji Ă
pΩji and qΩi Ă Ωi Ă pΩi,

it follows from Theorem 3.16 and Lemma 3.26 that limjÑ8 Ωji “ Ωi. (2) of Theorem
4.6 follows. �

5. Convex real projective structures via cubic differentials

For a closed oriented surface S of genus at least 2, Labourie [18] and the first
author [19] independently showed that a convex RP2 structure on S is equivalent
to a pair pX,Uq, where X is a complex structure on S and U is a holomorphic
cubic differential on X. This correspondence was later extended to regular convex
RP2 structures on the one hand and pairs pX,Uq, where X is a noded, connected
Riemann surface and U is a regular cubic differential over X [2, 24, 20, 21]. The
notion of a regular k-differential is due to Bers [4], while the geometric and analytic
foundation of the relationship between cubic differentials and convex RP2 structures
follows largely from deep work on hyperbolic affine spheres of Cheng-Yau [6, 7].

To formally state this result, we recall some standard terminology from the
theory of Riemann surfaces. Let X̄ be a compact, noded Riemann surface. A
neighborhood of each node of X̄ is biholomorphic to a neighborhood of the origin
in tpz, wq P C2 : zw “ 0u. We refer to z and w here as local coordinates near the
node. Let P be a (possibly empty) finite collection of points in X̄ that are not
nodes, and let X “ X̄zP . We refer to the points in P as punctures of X. Also

let X̊ denote the complement of the nodes in X. The normalization of X is a
smooth (possibly disconnected) Riemann surface equipped with a projection map

to X which is a biholomorphism restricted to the preimage of X̊ and is two-to-one
over each node.

Definition 5.1. A regular cubic differential on X is a meromorphic section σ of
the third tensor power of the holomorphic cotangent bundle over the normalization
of X̄ with the following properties:

‚ σ is holomorphic on X̊,
‚ σ has poles of order at most 3 at each node and puncture of X̄.
‚ the residues of σ sum to 0 at each node, i.e. in terms z, w local coordinates

near the nodes, the third-order terms of the cubic differential are Rdz3{z3

and ´Rdw3{w3, for a complex constant R.

The set of regular cubic differentials on X is naturally a finite dimensional com-
plex vector space.

Via the unifomization theorem, the Teichmüller space T pSq can be thought of
as the deformation space of complex structures on S. From this point of view, the
augmented Teichmüller space T pSqaug is a stratified space with strata T pS,Dqaug

enumerated by the multi-curves D on S. Each stratum T pS,Dqaug is the deforma-
tion space of marked noded, compact Riemann surfaces with punctures P , with the
property that the marking f : SzD Ñ X̊ identifies

‚ neighborhoods of the punctures of X̊ with neighborhoods of the punctures
of S,

‚ neighborhoods of the nodes of X̊ to neighborhoods in S of the curves in D.
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Now for a fixed multi-curve D, define

T pSqaug,D “
ď

D1ĂD
T pS,D1qaug,

with the subspace topology induced from that on T pSqaug. Recall GD is the sub-
group of the mapping class group generated by Dehn twists around loops in D, and
define QD :“ T aug,DpSq{GD. Let XD be the proper flat family of noded Riemann
surfaces parametrized by QD, and let Kreg

D be the complex vector bundle of reg-
ular cubic differentials over QD. In other words, the fiber of XD above the point
X P QD is X (see e.g. [15] for a full discussion), and the fiber of Kreg

D above the
point X P QD is the vector space of regular cubic differentials on X.

With this notation, we can state the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. QD carries the natural structure of a complex manifold, and Kreg
D

is a holomorphic vector bundle over QD. In particular, the total space of Kreg
D has

the structure of a complex manifold.

Hubbard-Koch [15] construct the complex structure on QD. See [21] and [15] for
a proof that Kreg

D is a holomorphic vector bundle.
In the setting when S is a closed surface, the first author [19] and Labourie [18]

independently established the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3 (Labourie, Loftin). Let S be a closed connected oriented surface
of genus at least two. Then there is a canonical bijective correspondence between
CpSq and the total space of the vector bundle over T pSq whose fibers over a point
X P T pSq is the space of cubic differentials on X. In particular, this defines a
canonical complex structure on CpSq.

The first author later extended this theorem to CpSqaug. More precisely, he
proved the following (see Theorem 4.3.1 and Section 5.1 of [21]).

Theorem 5.4. There is a canonical continuous bijection Ξ from the total space of
Kreg

D to the quotient space CpSqaug,D{GD.

See (1) of Remark 2.19 for the definition of CpSqaug,D.

Remark 5.5. The first author worked in the setting when S is a closed surface, but
his arguments show that Theorem 5.4 holds for finite type surfaces with negative
Euler characteristic as well.

Thus Theorem 4.1, together with the above theorem shows that Ξ is a contin-
uous one-to-one correspondence between manifolds of the same dimension. Then
Brouwer’s Invariance of Domain Theorem shows Ξ is a homeomorphism. Corollary
1.3 follows immediately.

Appendix A. The Proof of Theorem 3.16

In this appendix, we give a proof of Theorem 3.16. We define an interval in BΩ
to be a subset of BΩ homeomorphic to an interval in R. Note intervals need not be
straight line segments. The key step in this proof is summarized in the following
proposition.
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Proposition A.1. Let µ P CpSq, let ρ P holµ, and let Ω be the ρ-equivariant
developing image of µ. Also, let

E pρq “ E :“ tsaddle fixed points of hyperbolic elements in ρpπ1pSqqu,

F pρq “ F :“ tfixed points of non-identity elements in ρpπ1pSqquzE ,
Γpρq “ Γ :“ tγ P π1pSq : γ is peripheral and ρpγq is hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolicu,

J pρq “J :“ txρpγqy : γ P Γu.

For each H “ xρpγqy PJ , let IH Ă BΩ be the unique interval that does not contain
any points in F , and whose endpoints are:

‚ the attracting and repelling fixed points of ρpγq if ρpγq is hyperbolic,
‚ the two fixed points of ρpγq if ρpγq is quasi-hyperbolic.

Then

BΩzF “
ď

HPJ

IH .

The interval IH in Proposition A.1 exists because every element in H is periph-
eral. Assuming Proposition A.1, we will now prove Theorem 3.16.

Proof of Theorem 3.16. Let γ P π1pSqztidu. It is easy to observe from the dynamics
of the xρipγqy action on RP2 that if ρipγq has a fixed point p that does not lie in
BΩi X BΩ

1
i, then ρipγq is necessarily hyperbolic and p is the saddle fixed point of

ρipγq. Since BΩiXBΩ
1
i Ă RP2 is closed, it follows that F Ă BΩiXBΩ

1
i. Proposition

A.1 then implies that

BΩizF pρiq “
ď

HPJ pρiq

IH and BΩ1izF pρiq “
ď

HPJ pρiq

I 1H ,

where IH Ă BΩi and I 1H Ă BΩ
1
i are the unique open intervals that do not contain

any points in F pρiq, and whose endpoints are

‚ the attracting and repelling fixed points of ρipγq if ρipγq is hyperbolic,
‚ the two fixed points of ρipγq if ρipγq is quasi-hyperbolic.

If ρipγq is quasi-hyperbolic, then observe from the dynamics of the H :“ xρipγqy
action on RP2 that IH “ I 1H is the straight line segment between the two fixed
points of ρipγq, or else the convexity of Ω is violated. (See for example [20]).

On the other hand, if ρipγq is hyperbolic, andH :“ xρipγqy, then the admissibility
of µi implies that IH is either the (open) edge of the principal triangle of ρipγq whose
endpoints are tρipγq

`, ρipγq
´u (bulge ´8), or the union of ρipγq

0 with the two
edges of the principal triangle of ρipγq that have ρipγq

0 as a common vertex (bulge
`8). In either case, the endpoints of IH are tρipγq

`, ρipγq
´u. The admissibility of

µ1i implies the same for I 1H . Thus, if IH ‰ I 1H , then IH Y I
1
H is the union of ρipγq

0

with the three edges of the principal triangle of ρipγq. See Figure 17.
It follows immediately from this that the interior of the symmetric difference

Ωi4Ω1i is the union of a π1pSiq-invariant subset of triangles in Gρi . �

It is thus sufficient to prove Proposition A.1. To do so, we need the notion of a

limit set. First of all, recall that qΩ Ă Ω is the interior of the convex hull in Ω of

F , and that ρpπ1pSqq acts on qΩ freely properly discontinuously.

Definition A.2. For p P qΩ, define the limit set Λp “ Λppρq of the ρpπ1pSqq-action

on qΩ to be the set of accumulation points in BqΩ of ρpπ1pSqq ¨ p.
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ρpγq` ρpγq´

ρpγq0

Figure 17. Principal triangle

Next, we want to prove that Λp “ F for all p P qΩ.

Lemma A.3. For every p P qΩ, Λp “ F . In particular, Λp1 “ Λp2 for all p1, p2 P qΩ.

Proof. The proof of this lemma in large part follows Kuiper [16], p. 208. We recall
the argument for the reader’s convenience.

It is clear that F Ă Λp. Let m be any maximal open subinterval of BqΩzF .

By our definition of qΩ, m is a projective line segment. We will now prove that no
points in m can lie in Λp. This immediately implies that Λp Ă F .

Suppose for contradiction that there is some q P m so that q P Λp. This means
that there is a sequence tγiu

8
i“1 Ă π1pSq so that ρpγiq ¨ p Ñ q as i Ñ 8. The

sequence tρpγiqu
8
i“1 lies in PGLp3,Rq Ă PpEndpR3qq, and PpEndpR3qq is compact.

Thus (possibly passing to a subsequence), we may assume this sequence ρpγiq has
a limit g8 P PpEndpR3qq, which is the projectivization of a linear endomorphism
L8 : R3 Ñ R3 of rank 1 or 2. In other words, g8 is a projective map

g8 : RP2zPpkerL8q Ñ RP2

whose image is PpimL8q. Moreover, ρpγiq Ñ g8 uniformly on compact subsets of
RP2

zPpkerL8q.
Consider a geodesic ball B of radius ε ą 0 centered at p with respect to the

Hilbert metric on qΩ. Then

g8pBq “ lim
iÑ8

ρpγiq ¨B,

so the proper discontinuity of ρ implies that g8pBq Ă BqΩ. Since ρpγiq is an isometry

for all i, by the definition of the Hilbert metric and the fact that q P BqΩ is in the
interior of a line segment in the boundary, g8pBq is not a point. This implies that
L8 has rank 2, and that g8pBq has to be an open subsegment of m. In particular,

t :“ PpkerL8q P BqΩ is a single point and ` :“ PpimL8q is the projective line such

that m “ BqΩX `.
Using this, we will now show that qΩ is an open triangle. This will be a contra-

diction because it is easy to see that the projective automorphism group of such a
triangle is virtually Abelian. Thus, since S has negative Euler characteristic, there

is no injective representation π1pSq Ñ AutpqΩq.
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First, observe that for any point s P `, g´1
8 psq is a line through t with t removed.

Conversely, every line through t with t removed is sent to a single point in ` by g8.
Furthermore,

g8

´

qΩ
¯

“ lim
iÑ8

ρpγiq ¨ qΩ Ă qΩX ` “ BqΩX ` “ m.

Since g8

´

qΩ
¯

Ą g8pmq “ m, it follows that g8

´

qΩ
¯

“ m. As such, if we set

X “ tx P RP2
zttu : txX qΩ ‰ Hu,

where tx is the projective line in RP2 passing through t and x, then g8pXq “ m.

Since qΩ is properly convex, there are a pair of distinct lines `1 and `2 that intersect
at t, such that X Y ttu is the closure of one of the two connected components of
RP2

zp`1 Y `2q. Note then that g8p`1q, g8p`2q are the endpoints of m, and all the
points in the interior of X are mapped by g8 to m.

Since qΩ lies in XYttu and t P BqΩ, it follows that a1 :“ BqΩX`1 and a2 :“ BqΩX`2
are proper subsegments of `1 and `2 with t as a common vertex (it is possible that

ai “ ttu). Let a3 :“ BqΩzpa1 Y a2q. To show that qΩ is an open triangle in RP2, it
now suffices to show that a3 is a subsegment of a projective line.

If y lies in the interior of a3, then it lies in the interior of X, so g8pyq P m. Since

ρpγiq leaves BqΩ invariant for all i, we see that ρpγiq ¨ y P m for large i. Thus, there

is a neighborhood Iy of y in BqΩ such that ρpγiq ¨Iy Ă m for sufficiently large i. This
means that Iy is a projective line segment for all y in the interior of a3, so a3 is a
projective line segment. �

Remark A.4. In the previous lemma, we can weaken the restriction that p P qΩ. In
fact, Λp “ F for any p P Ω, by Proposition A.1 and basic facts about the dynamics
of hyperbolic elements on the principal triangle.

With this, we can now finish the proof of Proposition A.1.

Proof of Proposition A.1. It is clear from the definitions that

BΩzF Ą
ď

HPJ

IH ,

so it is sufficient to prove the other inclusion, i.e. every maximal open interval in

BΩzF is of the form IH for some H P J . Let qΩ Ă Ω be the convex hull in Ω of

F . Since BΩ and BqΩ are both oriented topological circles and the cyclic ordering

on F induced by both BΩ and BqΩ agree, we see that there is a canonical bijection

between connected components of BΩzF and BqΩzF . It is thus sufficient to prove

the proposition for qΩ in place of Ω.

Let Σ :“ qΩ{ρpπ1pSqq and let π : qΩ Ñ Σ be the projection map. Choose any

p P qΩ, and let Brppq Ă qΩ denote the open ball (with respect to the Hilbert metric)

centered at p with radius r. Consider r large enough so that ΣzπpBrppqq is a disjoint
collection of open cylinders, one for each end of S. Then observe that

D :“
ď

γPπ1pSq

ρpγq ¨Brppq,
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m

D

N

Figure 18. A gap in the limit set

is connected. Furthermore, our choice of r ensures that each connected component

of qΩzD is the image of the developing map of a connected component of ΣzπpBrppqq,
which is a cylinder.

Let m be a maximal open line segment in BqΩzF . By Lemma A.3, every q P m is

not a limit point of the ρpπ1pSqq action on qΩ. This implies that there is a connected

component N of qΩzD that contains m in its boundary. Furthermore, since D is

connected and both endpoints of m lie in D, we see that N X BqΩ “ m. See Figure
18.

Since N is the image of the developing map of a convex RP2 cylinder, there is an
infinite cyclic subgroup H “ xρpγqy Ă ρpπ1pSqq that preserves N . The subgroup H

also preserves BqΩ, so H preserves m, which implies that it fixes both endpoints of m
and preservesm. This means that ρpγq is either hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic. The

fact that m does not contain any points in F immediately implies that γ P π1pSq
is peripheral, and so m “ IH for some H P J . �
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